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GOOD DAY FOR DUCKS—The only creatures who enjoy this kind of
weather should have had their fill of the rain by today, as a spring rainstorm
nearly floated Calloway County away. Local weather observer John Scott
said 2% inches had fallen by this morning, with another inch expected by
tomorrow. The weather service issued a flash flood watch for all of Ken-
tucky effective through tonight, meaning residents of low or flood-prone
areas should watch for high water. These ducks were at the home of Rube
White, east of Murray. Staff Photo bv David Hill
Municipal League Appears
Satisified With Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Municipal League appears
satisfied with the 1976 legislature's
actions relating to the 350 cities.
"For the first time in a number of
sessions the General Assembly did not
approve bills which mandated ad-
ditional costs to city budgets and local
taxpayers," League President H.
Foster Pettit said.
Pettit is mayor of Lexington-Fayette
County urban county government and
has been a House member.
He said the General Assembly this
time showed an increased concern for
financially tapped cities.
And he cited fiscal impact reports as
a brake on legislation that would have
worsened cities' economics.
The fiscal impact operation consisted
of attaching to many proposed bills the
probable cost of their enact-
ment—locally and to the state.
It was ordered by the legislature
itself through new rules although a
measure which would have made it a
Members of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity are shown presenting a
Cystic Fibrosis Analyzer to David Walker, chief medical technologist at
Murray Calloway County Hospital, and Dr. David Barrett, pathologist
(seated L to R) Fraternity members are Scott Wilson, social service coor-
dinator, David O'Daniel, president, Terry Dunn, interfraternity council
representative, and Steve Powless, treasurer.
C-F Analyzer Donated
To Hospital By ATO's
The Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, at
Murray State University, as one of its
1976 Social Service Projects, has
presented the laboratory of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital with a Cystic
Fibrosis Analyzer.
To raise money to purchase the
equipment, the fraternity sold chances
on $100 gift certificates to either The
College Shop or The Place.
Use of the analyzer will enable the
physicians to order a screening test for
Cystic Fibrosis for pediatric patients
Cystic Fibrosis is one of the most
common chronic diseases of childhood.
occuring in approximately 1 out of
every 1,500 Caucasian births. Although
there is no known cure for Cystic
Fibrosis, early detection, through
screening tests, enables the physician
to prescribe therapy which may
prevent the disease from progressing
Into advanced states.
The presence of excessive salt in a
child's perspiration is one of the
symptoms used in the early detection of
Cystic Fibrosis. With the analyzer,
laboratory technicians can perform
sweat tests on patients to determine the
amount of salt present. The physician
can then decide if there is need for more
extensive tests.
statute failed to get approval.
Pettit said Gov. Julian Carroll
proposed two bills that were especially
beneficial.
"Two new funding sources that will
provide $11 million annually for capital
projects for local governments were
approved," he said.
Pettit also said local governments
are exempted from paying the state
sales tax on their purchases, which he
said would save them a total of $9
million annually.
The municipal League spokesman
also listed some disappointments. He
said, was the failure to amend or repeal
1974 legislation that "placed an unfair
burden on city budgets and the local
taxpayer.
He cited the law which mandated
overtime pay to firemen, making
Kentucky the only state with such an
act.
Pettit also voted broad home rule
authority for cities of the 2nd through
6th class was rejected by the
legislature. It would have granted to all
cities the powers now held only by
Louisville.
There still is a legal question over the
Louisville matter— whether under the
law county home rule is superior to city
home rule. The question is expected to
be settled by the Kentucky Supreme
Court.
Pettit indicated the municipal league
would increase its efforts for the 1978
session to enact a wider home rule law.
"The majority of Kentuckians live in
cities," he said. "It is important that
the General Assembly continue to be
responsive to their needs."
Tornado Watch
Issued In Area
LOUISVILLE (AP) — A tornado
watch was issued today for Fulton and
Hickman counties in extreme Western
Kentucky.
The National Weather Service said a
possibility of tornadoes and severe
thunderstorms with large hail and
damaging winds would exist until 6
p.m., CST.
The over-all watch area was from 70
miles either side of a line from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., to 50 miles south of Hot
Springs, Ark., and included a large
portion of Arkansas, Southeast
Missouri and extreme Western Ten-
nessee.
The watch means conditions are
favorable for tornadoes and severe
thunderstorms in and close to the watch




Once again, with April 15th looming
up ahead, Calloway County residents
are putting the final touches on their
income tax reports.
How much will the government be
collecting from them this time? Will it
be more than it was a year ago? That is
their primary concern right now.
They have heard plenty about the
state of the national economy, the huge
cost of government, the multi-billion
deficits and the like, most of which they
can do nothing about. When it bears
down on their personal finances,
however, that is a different matter.
On the basis of the latest Government
estimates, it appears that the average
taxpayer in Calloway County will be
paying somewhat more than he did a
year ago.
At that time, local returns covering
Income and employment taxes
amounted to approximately $18,148,000,
according to an unofficial breakdown of
statewide figures, just released by the
Internal Revenue Service.
From the State of Kentucky as a
whole, the Government collected a total
of $2,086,000,000, the report shows.
Taxpayers in Calloway County paid an
estimated 0.87 per cent of it.
This time, because of the unem-
ployment situation in most parts of the
country during the past year, many
taxpayers will have less to pay than
previously.
On the other hand, those who had
steady work throughout the year and,
presumably, earned more than before,
will have bigger tax bills.
Nationally, according to the Ad-
ministration's budget predictions,
personal income tax collections, in-
cluding employment taxes, will add up
Flood
Warnings
Flash flood watch tonight. Rain and
occasional thunderstorms tonight and
Tuesday, occasionally heavy rain and
thunderstorms may cause flash flood in
low areas. Low tonight in the low to mid
50s. High Tuesday in the mid to upper
60s. Wednesday continued mild with
chance of showers.
to $217 billion or $14.1 billion more than
the $202.9 billion received last year.
With Calloway County taxpayers
paying their normal proportion of this
load, the receipts from the local area
are expected to reach approximately
$19,4000,000 this year.
Just what the following fiscal year
will bring in the way of taxes is un-
certain just now. The President has
proposed an austerity program to
reduce Federal spending and make
corresponding cuts in income taxes.
What action Congress will take on these




WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government reported today its index.
anticipating economic trends gained
for the fourth straight month in
February, but at a slower rate than
during the previous month.
The Comrgerce Department said its
composite of a dozen economic
statistics, called leading indicators,
climbed by eight-tenths of 1 per cent in
February. That compared to a gain of
1.5 per cent in January, which had been
the largest increase in six months.
The January figure was revised
downward from an original estimate of
2.2 per cent.
The index has been gaining steadily.
except for a four-tenths of 1 per cent
setback in October. It signals steady
economic growth in the months ahead,
although still at a pace slower than
before the nation hit recession in 1973.
Commerce said the biggest factor in
the latest increase was a higher per-
centage of companies reporting slower
deliveries from their suppliers. The
percentage reporting slower deliveries
climbed from 42 per cent in January to
50 per cent in February. Slower
deliveries are taken as a sign of
increased demand and quicker
economic activity.
Administrative Staff
Is Approved By Board
The Murray Board of Education has
approved the Administrative Staff for
the 1976-77 school year, according to
Fred Shultz, superintendent of Murray
City Schools.
Eli Alexander will serve as Assistant
Superintendent, Margaret Franklin
will continue as General Supervisor of
Instruction, Willie F. Jackson will be
Director of Pupil Personnel Services
and school transportation, and Sheila
Shaw was elected as school Finance
Officer.
In the area of school principals, John
Hine was elected Assistant Principal of
Murray High School, Robert Jeffrey,
Principal of Murray Middle School, and
Dennis Taylor will be Principal of the
Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools. Glinda Jeffrey will head up the
Food Service Program serving as
Director.
Performance responsibilities for
Alexander as Assistant Superintendent
will include director of all Federal
programs, maintaining the property
inventories of the District, coordinating
the athletic programs of the District,
assist in the preparation and ad-
ministration of the school budget, in-
terpret personnel policies to employees
and resolve grievances.
In addition, Alexander will assist in
preparing reports for the Board,
coordinating the opening and closing of
school, and coordinate the development
of the school calendar, and school
visitation.
A spokesman for the Board stated
that the Board was pleased to have such
a well qualified Administrative Staff




Many requests for birth certificates
have been received recently by the
Calloway County Health Department,
according to officials at the center.
Health Center officials said the
certificate received by the mother from
a hospital is just a momento from that
institution.
The original birth certificate is
signed by the doctor, turned in to the
County Health Department, recorded,
and then forwarded to Frankfort to be
put on permanent file in the Division for
Vital Statistics at the Bureau for
Human Resources.
Persons may obtain a copy of the
certificate simply by filling out a
request form for the certificate and
sending the form along with two dollars
to Vital Statistics Branch, Bureau of
Administration and Operations, 275
East Main, Frankfort, Ky.
These forms may be obtained at the
office of the Calloway County Health
Department, 701 Olive Street., Murray.
Records on file in Frankfort date
back to 1911 for birth and death records,
according to officials. In 1910 the
Kentucky Legislature made it a law for
all physicians to fill out a record of birth
or death on each individual for use in
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SPEAK TO MOOSE ASSOC1ATION—Kentucky Li. Gov. Thelma StovalL left, and Congressman Carroll Hubbard
were the keynote speakers during the 34th Kentucky Moose Conference held in Murray over the past weekend
Rep. Hubbard spoke at the opening of the business session Saturday morning and U. Gov. Stovall was the main
speaker at a Saturday night banquet. The conference ended with a final business session on Sunday.
Photos by Drank 'one..
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wind. Just beneath one is a
squirrel sitting on his haun-
ches munching on an acorn.
There is a Flowering
Almond bush in full bloom.
always a favorite. And as a
background are the greening
trees. I love the early green of
the woods, it seems to fit in
with the pastel colors of
yellow, and pink. The young
dogwood trees are opening
their branches of white and
will soon be in full bloom.
I think we would tire of
nothing but green, just as we
would be surfeited with
nothing but color. Each makes
the other beautiful.
The freeze two weeks ago
doesn't seem to have hurt
anything. I read of one man
who in an effort to save his
fruit trees, put his string of
Christmas lights in the
branches to create warmth.
That must have a sight to see
in late March. But I am sure it
worked. Spring is officially
here. And ass final note a red-
headed woodpecker just
hopped up on my porch, in all
his gorgeous dress, picked up
a wisp of straw and flew





NEW YORK (Al') — WW
women exercise their tradition-
al right to propose to men in
this Leap Year?
No matter who does the ask-
ing, marriage is still a going
proposition, contrary to sane
opinion. Last year some two
million marriages took place,
though many of these were re-
marriages — about three in ten
in a recent year.
Whether it'd the man or wom-
an who pops the question, mar-
ried women's lifespans are
longer than unwed women's,
according to government statis-
tics.
Women who marry are also
often more affluent if they have
a career, and if they don't
make it on their own their hus-
bands often do. A University of
Michigan study found that mar-
riage practically triples
chances of career success for
men.
Besides living longer and in
greater affluence, married
women often also have better
protection for the future, says
the Institute of Life Insurance.
'The average size of an "ordina-
ry" (most commonly pur-
chased) life insurance policy
bought in 1574 by a married
person was $21,300, nearly
twice as much as that pur-
chased by a single person.
And according to a Univer-
sity of Michigan study, married
people in the 45-and-over age
group were five times more
content in their jobs than the
urunarried workers.
If all that isn't enough, mar-
riage may keep a man out of
}all. According to sociologist
Jessie Bernard, males who re-
main single are more apt to get
involved in criminal activities.
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As I sat looking out my
window this morning, 1
tbought "What a wonderful
world this is." Everywhere
I looked, I saw sometihing
lovely and interesting. The first
thing I noticed was a long row
of huge yellow daffodils
nodding in the breeze, as if to
say, "Good morning, have a
lovely day!" Their cheer-
fulness is actually contagious.
There is a big Hops
Flowering Crab that makes a
picture in itself with its bright
blossoms of varying shades of
pink, with the deep green of a
towering magnolia just behind
It.
Beyond that I see a
Flowering Peach. It is called a
tree but is really a shrub and
is literally covered with a
mass of small, sweet, pale
pink petals. In front of this
were a flock of robins pecking
way at anything that looked
edible.
Across the yard were five
Mallard Ducks that had
waddled up from the lake
looking for a handout, the
drakes so beautiful with their
green necks. I can see part of
the lake with the sunlight
shimmering across the water
and more ducks down there.
A little farther around was
my pussy willow with its fat,
little gray kitten tails so soft
and pretty. Scattered around
the yard are the Forsythia
bushes, full of pure gold
waving their branches in the
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mark Linn Watkins, five
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Watkins of Hazel Route
One, has been dismissed from
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Mr. and Mn. Kenneth Ronald Goode
Married In Home Ceremony
In a beautiful double ring
ceremony Miss Nikki Velina
Charlton and Kenneth Ronald
Goode exchanged marriage
vows at 3:00 p.m., February
12, tins, at the home of Dr. Ted
Callicott in Paris. The
Reverend H. D. Lax of-
ficiated.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Charlton of
Puryear and Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth W. Goode of Mw-ray.
Music for the wedding in-
cluded "I Wish You Peace" by
Martin Paschall on guitar.
"Calm is the Night," "Romeo
and Juliet," and the
traditional wedding march
were played by Mrs. Blake
Godfrey.
The setting for the occasion
was one of beautiful, fresh
spring flowers, brass single
candlesticks, and palms with
greenery.
The lovely bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore
a traditional wedding gown of
candlelight jersey knit ac-
cented with illusion lace and
tiny pearls. She wore a Juliet
cap enhanced with seed pearls
that held her three layered
illusion veil. Her bouquet was
of gardenias
The bride's attendants were
Miss Kathy Callicott, maid of
honor, Mrs. Cindy Hendrix,
matron of honor, and Miss
Debby Paschall, brides's
maid. They wore formal
gowns of burgandy velvet and
each carried a long stern pink
rose. Miss Sherry Middleton
served the bride as flowergirl.
She wore a formal dress of
pink dotted swiss trimmed
with lace and dropped pink
rose petals from a white
basket adorned with pink rose
buds Nathalie Bolton greeted
the guests at the register.
John Gingles of Murray
served the groom as best man.
Groomsmen were Bill Pasco
and Greg Wilson also of
Murray. Hal Kenneth
Charlton, brother of the bride,
and Dwayne Charlton, her
cousin, here the ushers.
Mrs. Charlton chose for her
daughter's wedding a floor
length dress of rose color,
textured knit with long
sleeves. The bride's_ grand-
mother, Mrs. E. W. Key, was
wearing a floor length dress of
navy and white jersey knit
with long sleeves and full
skirt Mrs Goode wore a floor
length dress of aqua knit





reception honoring the bride
and groom was held at the
Callicott home. The bridal
table added a touch of spring
with a floral arrangement of
fresh flowers accented by
silver candelabras and a
tiered wedding cake and
groom's cake. Susan Gingles,
Elizabeth Pasco, and Jean
Williams served.
When the couple left the
bride wore a multicolored two
piece knit suit. Mr. Goode and
his bride will live in
Charleston, South Carolina.
Out-of-town guests at-
tending were Beverly Goode
Douglass of Atlanta; Mrs.
Marion Simpson of Hopkins-
ville; Mrs. William Burr and
daughter, Trent Randolph of
Springfield; Mr. -and Mrs.
Zeta Department Has
Special Film Program
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday evening, March 25,
at the club house for their
regular monthly meeting.
Mrs. Donald Jones presided
over the business session in
the absence of Mrs. Salvatore
Matarazzo, chairman of the
department.
Paul Winstead and David
Loveless, conservation of-
ficers with the Kentucky
Departmeot of Fish and
M7-29azz744.
DUNN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Reid
Dunn of Dexter Route One are
the parents of a baby boy,
Trice Reid, weighing nine
pounds ten ounces, born on
Tuesday, March 16, at 10:45 at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
They have one daughter,
Antonia Michelle, age thirteen
months.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Dunn of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Oshron of Hazel Route
Two. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Nix of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
Oshron of Hazel Route Two,
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ahart
of Dexter Route One. Great
Great grandparents are Roy
Hart of Hazel and Mrs. Fanny
Scott of Dexter Route One. I
Wildlife Resources shoe ed a
film to the group. These
"outdoor ambassadors" are
continually working to help us
enjoy our natural resources
and animal life. The film
showed the many interesting
and varied jobs in a day and
night of the officers.
The officers presented a
program last year for the
department and were so well
received they were asked to
return. These films are some
of the most beautiful and
informative ones available.
They will be shown to other
groups on request.
The winners of the essay
contest, sponsored by the Zeta
Department, were present.
Miss Kayne Beasley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Beasley, a student at the
Murray Middle School was a
winner. Miss Lisa Rogers,
daughter of Mrs. Glen Rogers
and a student at Calloway
County High School was the
other winner. Miss Beasley is
a student of Mrs. David Lanier
and Miss Rogers of Mrs.
Vernon Riley. They each read
their essay on "Stepping
Stones to Freedom," and were
presented a savings bond from
the club.
Hostesses were: Mrs. John
T. Irvan, Mrs. Codie Caldwell,
Mrs. H. C. Denham, Mrs
Purdom Outland, Mrs. W
Edward Watson.
Doris (Jack) McIntyre of
Elkton; Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Broach of Hazel; Oyna Sutela
and Woodrow White of Hazel;
Mr and Mrs. Halton Charlton




February 21, a dinner was
given in honor of Miss Nikki
Vehna Charlton and Kenneth
Ronald Goode at the Avalon
Restaurant by Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth W. Goode.
Guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Charlton, Hal
Kenneth Charlton, Sherry
Middleton, Debby Paschall,
and Dr. Ted Callicott of Paris;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Hendrix
and Kathy Callicott of
Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. John
Gingles, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Pasco, Nathalie Bolton and





CLEARWATER, Fla. (AR) —
Financial institutions advise
careful budgeting of money.
But it also makes sense to
budget time, advises the re-
search division of Pioneer
Western Corp., national finan-
cial services organization based
here.
"Putting your time to ef-
ficient use is not only important
— it is invaluable to career
women, housewives and fami-
lies alike," say the company's
analysts, who offer a few time.
budgeting tips:
Discipline yourself to allot
certain periods of time to cer-
tain chores and projects. Re-
member that all work can be
creative — given half a chance.
To consider work as drudgery is
destructive.
In planning tasks, give them
priorities and deadlines — then
stick to them. Put the more dif-
ficult first, making sure they
get done.
Keep a pencil handy at all
times. As the thought occurs, lot
it down.
Use a typewriter at horns —
for ideas for the office or just
grocery lists.
Lump all your shopping er-
rands together and do them all
at once.
Cut telephone conversations
short. Far too many people ex-
pend their energy and time with
superfluous chatting.
The same applies to callers,
both at home and office. Be po-
lite but firm and brief. Visitors
can interrupt important tasks.
Avoid saying "I haven't got
time." If you can't get your im-
portant work done in a certain
length of time, something is
wrong. You are disorganized.
Avoid boredom. It's enervat-
ing and guarantees your getting
nothing done.
Tackle big jobs when you
have the most energy. Some
people are at their productivity
peak in the morning — others in
the afternoon.
Don't allow yourself to be-
come enslaved by perfection. It
can prevent you from accom-
plishing all you have to do.
ZESTY DTP
Try something different
next time friends drop in. Beat
one package (3 oz.) cream
cheese until smooth. Blend in
one-half cup all-purpose
barbecue sauce. Serve as a dip
for ham cubes,' cocktail frank-
furters, crackers, or
vegetable sticks.
SPRING-SUMMER 1976 Hairstyles--Geometric Enchantment, left—fresh geometrics
from the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association continue fashion's en-
chantment with the Orient for Spring-Summer 1976. Specially designed, precision hair-
cutting creates new dimensions and clean lines that accent the face and Natural head
form. Sleek Chignon, right—The sleek chignon is an important fashion influence from
the Tropics for Spring-Summer 1976, according to the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association. The Shimmering style is closely fitted to enhance
fashion's exotic colors and moods for Spring-Summer.
SPRING-SUMMER 1976 Hairstyles—Wave Importance, left—waves will be an integral
part of Spring-Summer 1976 hairfashions, according to the 64,000 member National
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association. Lengths will vary with attitudes, and the
processes of penning and hair coloring will reflect soft, shining, healthy hair. Bicen-
tennial Salute, right—The United States Bicentennial celebration is commemoriated
with this romantic reflection of George Washington's historic "peruke" wig by the
National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association. Softly waved and hugging the
head, this style is a complete feminine update.
!FPI.. COMMUNITY




Houston, Texas, will present a
special program at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of
God at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, March 30
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m,
and lunch at noon.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at




homemakers need to give
careful consideration to
cleanliness when working in
the kitchen. For instance, take
special precautions when
using the same knife and
cutting board for cutting fresh
meat and chopping vegetables
for a salad. Knife, cutting
board and hands should be
washed after the meat is cut
and before vegetable
preparation is begun. The
cutting board also should be
washed before it is used for
carving. These steps
eliminate the possibility of
cross contamination. Rinsing
is inadequate; hot water and








Vernon's boot and shoe repair recommends
Harold Thorns, an expert boot and shoe
repair serviceman to help you get better wear
from your boots and shoes.
All repair work is done while boots are on
the last, which is the closest thing to having
brand new boots and shoes.
All boots and shoes are treed out just as at
the factory.
•RelOst (Complete rebottoming)
Includes new insoles, welts, out-soles, heel
base, rubber cap, shank, & shank cover.
*Vamp linings
*Full soles and heels
*Half soles and heels
Use original — repair some welt if needed,
replace heel base and rubber heel cap, and half
outsoles.
*Heel plates
Original shape of toe or heel cannot be
changed.
VERNONS WESTERNSTORE
...- Seel I Sloe beet ..- Sim leo* Owl.
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekedays
Murray, Ky. 753-9885 14 Sunday
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Retired Teachers Group Is Honored
Miss Dolly Gillihan
president of the First
District of the Retired
Teachers Associatice, has
announced that the
members of the district
group will receive national
recognition for an out-
standing achievement.
All retired teachers in the
district are members of
their local, district, state
and national associations,
This 100 per cent par-
ticipation in the
professional organization
s not been achieved by
any other district in the
nation and in very few other
countries.
Mrs. Mary V. Chenoweth,
regional representative
from Washington, D.C., will
speak at a special program
to be held April 2 at the
University School in
Murray to honor the
teachers. The event will
begin at 10 a.m.
Each county association
president will be in-
troduced. About 250 people
who have retired from






college teaching, or as
superintendants of
education, are expected to
attend, according to Miss
Gillihan, who retired after
38 years as an elementary
school teacher.
All educators are invited
to attend the meeting, along
with any other interested
persons
J./Gala-wise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Tbe Earth Shoe
A new kind of shoe built
with the heel lower than the
sole and a built-up arch is
gaining enthusiastic credit for
providing relief to footsore
wearers.
Since the original Earth
Shoe, invented about 20 years
ago by Anne Kelso. a Danish
fashion designer and yoga in-
structor, is expensive (about
$35), people who are contem-
plating such a purchase may
find it useful to have a podia-
trist's evaluation of the thera-
peutic value in such shoes.
Morton Walker, D.P.M.,
author of "Your Guide to Foot
Health," undertook such an
evaluation. Finding nothing
on the subject in the scientific
literature, Dr. Walker pur-
chased a pair of Earth Shoes
and a pair of one of its many
imitators. He first wore each
win one week and then took
them apart to examine their
construction.
Since then a clinical study
by Paul R. Scherer, D.P.M., of
the California College of Po-
diatric Medicine, has con-
firmed Dr. Walker's conclu-
sions that the original shoe
does give welcome relief to
persons suffering from moder-
ate foot problems. The less
expensive brands are not
always so effective.
Dr. Scherer warns that
they are not recommended for
diabetic patients or for people
with severe muscle or struc-
tural abnormalities. In the
study, people with high arches




found that the therapeutic
value of the Earth Shoe was
not due to its negative heel
but to a kind of arch built into
the inner sole of the shoe
which tilts upward on the
inner side. Many of the
cheaper imitations of the
Earth Shoe, which lacked this
patented feature, did not pro-
vide the same relief.
Dr. Walker attributes the
positive effect of the arch or
brace to its correction of heel-
tilting.
Some of the foot conditions
which were relieved by wear-
ing the Earth Shoe include
bunions, hammertoes, bumps
on the back of the heel, and
callus on the ball of the foot.
—0 1975 cis o community ser..c. of
tive Health Deportment, General COT-
fsr•nc• of Seyonth-doy Ady•nttsis
Spring, Shoe Puts You
Comfortably in Style
THOSE SHOES with the gently recessed heel, sold
at first as good for the feet, now are adding
"styling." Here's one for airing the foot while
striding along. And it comes in narrow widths as





Teen Tod Young -for
Teacher's Affections
By Abigail Van Buren
a 1976 Sr, Chlt.4110 Trobtonen V News 11,1* Inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm in love for the first time, and the
circumstances are a bit unusual. I'm 26 and Rob is 19
Before you say I'm crazy, please listen to the facts.
I'm a school teacher who is very petite and who looks like
a teenager. Rob is very mature for his age. We met while
bowling. When I told him my age, he was surprised, but he
said it didn't matter. It was love at first sight, Abby. Aft',
the second date it was as though we'd known each other an
our lives.
When we're together alone it's sheer heaven, but for some
reason Rob doesn't want to go out in public with me. It
can't be my age because he told me I look 18. I accidentally
ran into him in the shopping center once, and he ignored me.
That really hurt. Later he apologized, saying he was
self-conscious because he'd never been in love before.
Abby, I want to marry Rob. Please don't think I'm a silly
kid. How can I bring him around?
STARS IN MY EYES
DEAR STARS: No man who love.. woman would ignore
her in public—or anywhere else. (He may have something
going with another girl and doesn't want to be seen with
you. I Rob has a lot of growing up to do before he qualifies
for marriage. I say, toss him back. He's not • keeper.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 54. have been a widow for four years
and have recently started dating a man who is 35.
He looks older than he is and I look younger than I am, so
I'm not sure if the difference in our ages is the problem
The other day he told me that he was invited to spend the
weekend with his best friend who is married and lives out of
town, and he asked me to go along. I said no because I




DEAR LADY: I see nothing "improper" about
accompanying the gentleman you're dating on a weekend
trip as long as you maintain separate sleeping quarters. If
he expected you to double up, that's a different story.
DEAR ABBY: My wife recently died. We had been
married only two and a half years. She was 48. I am N. It
was a second marriage for both of us—a short but happy
one.
I have just discovered a diary among her things. I never
knew she kept one. It may be recent or one she kept prior to
our marriage.
I am tempted to read it, but I'm not sure it would be
right. Please advise me.
CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS: What was, was. Destroy it immedi-
stely to remove the temptation.
CONFIDENTIAL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The person who isn't interested in politics is like the person
who I. drowning and isn't interested in water. If you are not
properly registered to vote, call the headquarters of the
political party of your cloaks, and find out where to register
and when to be eligible to vote in the next election. To quote
Edmund Burke: "All that is necessary for the triumph of
evil is for good men to do nothing."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Cita 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Miss Gass, Mark Steven Mason













Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gass, of Mayfield, route 5,
announce the forthcoming
marriage of their daughter,
Kathryn Lee Ann Gan, to
Mark Steven Mason, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter B.
Mason, of Kirksey, route I.
The wedding and
reception will be held at the
Production Credit
Association building, 328










Miss Gus has chosen
Kennita Stress to be maid of
honor, and Mark D
Prather will serve as best
man.
The couple will reside on
Mayfield, route 5.
To Be Married
Miss Sandra Gray and Garry Culver
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Sandra
Gray to Garry Culver, son of Mrs. Opal Walter of Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Wilson Culver of Murray, has been announced by
her parents, Mrs. Peggy Garland and Charles Gray of Murray.
Miss Gray is a senior at Calloway County High School and
will attend Murray State University this fall.
Mr. Culver, a graduate of North Marshall High School, is a
junior biology major at Murray State University.
The wedding will be solemnized on Monday, May 31, at seven
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church. A reception will follow in
the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
---' Our Growing America
Our country's continued
growth, many say, could be
due in part to legislators
who are against a recent fed-
eral proposal.
In an effort to define and
prevent significant deterio-
ration of air quality in areas
that are currently better
than national standard—
already covered by laws
protecting the public health
and welfare with an ad-
equate margin of safety—
Congress has proposed legis-
lation that would nationally
zone clear air areas. This
would either completely
eliminate or reduce allow-
ance for future growth in
broad areas of the country.
This, many people are
saying, would make it diffi-
cult if not impossible, for
states to designate areas pre-
ferred for industrial growth.
And it would place most, if
not all, federal lands and
large buffer zones around
them into zones where little
or no development would
be allowed, leaving some
states with no remaining
areas for growth or develop-
ment and others with only
limited areas.
A report by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency
and the Federal Energy Ad-
CHICKEN SPREAD
In bowl, blend one can (5
ounces) chicken spread, one-




teaspoon salt; chill. Use as
filling for celery stalks. Or, for
party-perfect sandwiches,
spread filling on party rye
bread slices. Garnish with
radish slices. Makes about one
cup filling.
ministration found that as
high as 97 percent of the
and area of the United
States could be affected by
the proposed regulations
and that a maximum of 85
percent of planned capacity
for generating electricity
could be affected.
The EPA suggests, in areas
with severe unemployment
and little recreational value,
relatively minor changes in
air quality might very well
be considered insignificant
in comparison to the favor-
able impact of new indus-
trial growth with resultant
employment and other eco-
nomic oppottunities.
The proposed legislation
could deprive states, cities
and people living in them of
the ability to decide for
themselves whether or not
they want to maintain the





FOR TUESDAY, MARCH IS, 1776
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar 21 to Apr. 30)
A good day for considering
future projects; also for
developing helpful contacts.




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
From out a the nowhere may
cane a unique idea. No harm in
considering its possibilities: It
could have highly interesting
developments.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 164111..
Avoid activities, ideas or
people who lean toward the
bizarre. Don't let curiosity
overcome your innate good
judgment.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 410
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until early afternoon
when influences will be better
than in the a.m. Otherwise, you
may have to revise your ideas.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244t
Extravagance in general not
recommended, but spending on
business entertaining now
justified if good will results.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WI.
'Ibe use of an old strategy or
piece of advice may be your
best stand-by now. Look out for
things "off-beat" or out-of-
URA
(Sept 24 to Oct 22)
Steady does it. If a plan or
strategy is not bringing the
results you desire, change
maneuvers. Listen to all
suggesUons, but sift well before
accepting.
SCORPIO eliC(Oct. 24 to Nov. 721
Stress discipline and sell-
control. This will be a period of
sharp competition, so there's no
room for self-complacency or
lethargy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. n to Dec. 21) 14/411i
While Jupiter, your planet, is
in sacalisot position, you may
have to deal with others who eke
not so lucky. Be understanding,
tactful.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IVO
Finalize pending matters, tie
up loose ends, but do not rush
anything which requires longer
study and more attention.
AQUARIUS
A(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) AM 
Control emotions. There will.
be tendencies to exaggerate, to
lose temper. Be especially-
tactful in dealings with business
associates.
PISCES
k Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't rest on past laurels.
You can meet and, in certain,
areas, surpass competition. Be
careful not to press too hard at
the wrong time, however.
YOU BORN TODAY are-
endowed with a vibrant per-
sonality, and an individuaberic.
manner which wins much ad.,
miration and usually puts you
ahead of the competition. Yoq.,
are extremely versatile and..
could excel in many fields, but,
would do especially well at the
law, which could lead tal-'
statesmanship, as a business -
leader or in one of the arts
especially in painting or in the
theater. Traits to curb: ob-,
stinacy and a tendency to go to
extremes. Birthdate of: Vincent
van Gogh and Francisco Goya,
world-renowned painters; Paut;
Verlaine, Fr. poet; warren':
Beatty, film star.
For fast-paced action I
Ready to tackle the toughest "-si
playday giving a comfortable, child-
proof performance and
long mileage from,
morning to night! .74
JOCKO
:Li Jumping-Jacks.
Moat feet are born perfect They should stay their wit
Shoe Store
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met for its
regular meeting on March 18
at the Community Center on
Ellis Drive
Ila Brown had the program
and introduced Helen Spann,
Judge Protein, who spoke on
the duties of her office.
Everyone present found the
program interesting and in-









Brenda Estes, Joyce Gibson,
Debbie _Grogan, Sue Ann
Hutson, Meade Coleman,
Miry OMAN, Linda Hodge,
Shirley Martin, Vicky Holton,
Pam Croft, Rowena Emerson,
Debbie Lyons, Barbara
Chilcutt, Pew Canning, Us
Brown, iwid Glenda WHIpsa.




March 29, 30 & 31
Delicious White
Fish
A taste tempting delight offered with our
famous hush puppies, mountains of french
Mu and creamy coie slaw.
Only $1 79
Salad Bar 50' Extra
Don't forget to bring the children - 10 years L
under 79'
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — And now
for a look at the other side of the coin on
the lack of the legislative independence
and Gov. Julian Carroll's iron control of
the 1976 session.
What if the General Assembly had
exerted independence, either because
members were made of sturdy stuff or
the governor was weak?
The "what if" game never can be
resolved because no one knows what
really would have happened.
But there can be some valid
assumptions on some legislation or the
lack of it.
For instance, it is almost certain that
the measure which outlawed the
commercial bail bond industry in
Kentucky would not have been enacted.
It's probably accurate to say the bill
would not even have emerged from a
House or Senate committee.
Carroll's bail bond proposal was
stunning, and there were skeptics who
did not think such a drastic law could be
enacted. -
Certainly without the governor's
stern hand the bail bond lobbyists
would have descended on legislators
with promises, threats and every
weapon or lure at their disposal.
But once the governor introduced the
bill and made it clear he was in earnest,
the show was over.
The bail bond lobby quickly realized
that he resorted to the courts instead
of traditional methods of trying to stop
unpalatable legislation.
One irony is that some of the people
who praised Carroll for stomping op-
position to the bail bond bill became
upset later when he displayed the same
awesome power for legislation less
desirable to them.
Public school advocates probably can
be thankful there was a strong governor
and weak legislature.
Otherwise it is doubtful they would
have made their greatest financial
gains in many years, and at the expense
of higher educaton which had been
prospering all along.
The university and college presidents
used to wield considerable power over
the assembly—if only because their
schools took in a vast geographical
area.
But their pipeline to influence
became clogged this time because the
source of authority rested with Carroll.
The school presidents could not and
did not resist him openly, and they shut
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Bible
Thought
Then saith he unto his disciples,
The harvest truly is plenteous, but
the laborers are few. Matthew 9:37.
Jesus Christ always has something
productive for us to do.
It might be remembered that a
legislative committee, when it was
drawing up an aborted budget to
complement the governor's version, did
not want teachers to achieve as high a
level or pay as 'Carroll has begun
putting into effect."
The Kentucky Education
Association's goal was sjlary parity in a
few years with surrounding states—
including some industrialized ones with
greater per capita personal income
than Kentucky.
Some legislators on a special fiscal
committee talked in terms of parity
with Southeastern states, which would
have involved more modest pay in-
creases.
There also almost surely would not
have been a consumer package ap-
proved by the legislature. The special
interest groups would have torn it apart
at the outset.
Instead, 11 of 12 Carroll proposals
made it through the session, many
because of extra prodding by the ad-
ministration.
And what about the severance tax-
economic development proposals, a
mainstay of the governor's program?
At the beginning, the question was
whether the coal-producing countries,
would continue to receive certain
turnback from the severance tax.
The legislature was on the verge of
disintergrating into sectionalism, with
different areas deciding they would
make strong attempts to obtain any
extra funds available and let the others
take the hindmost.
The scramble for potential collec-
tions from the severance tax could have
resulted in near chaos. It's impossible
to guess at the likely outcome.
Instead Carroll persuaded or clob-
bered dissident legislators into ac-
cepting a package which all now will
share to some extent.
And don't , forget the automobile no-
fault insurance act under which Ken-
tucky has been operating for nearly one
year.
Through a devisious measure the no-
fault system would have bee subtly
destroyed by means of eating away its
understructure.
The governor put his foot down and
gave the order: Either repeal the entire
no-fault law or leave it alone.
Now the matter will be taken up
during a special session next fall, and
no-fault is saved for the time.
10 Years Ago
James Garrison, president of the
Ryan Milk Company, was named
president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. Other officers are Galen
Thurman, James C. Williams, and Ray
T. Broach.
Deaths reported include Java Morris,
Thomas Ladd Stokes III, and Walton B.
Hargrove.
The three choral groups of Murray
High School, directed by Joan Bowker,
received superior ratings in the annual
Regional Festival held at Murray State
University.
New officers of the Hazel Jaycees are
Billy Mason, Owen Farris, Joe Pat
Ray, Billy Thompson, and Henry
Hutson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Carolyn, to C,armon Max Parks H,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cannon Parks.
20 Years Ago
A Red Cross Swimmers Instructors
Course will be held at Murray State
College pool April 23-27 with Louis B.
Gillespi of Hopkinsville as instructor,
according to Mrs. Joe Pace, executive
secretary of the local Red Cross office.
Christopher Shultz, age 60, of Bell
City died March 26.
New officers of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce are R. W. Churchill,
Verne 0. Kyle, Richard Tuck, and E. F.
Settle.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch and his
daughter, Hannah, will present a
sonata recital on April 5 in the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arta Building, Murray
State College.
Dr. H. C. Woodbridge, librarian at
Murray State University, reviewed the
book, "Peace at Bowling Green" at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. E. A. Tucker.
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By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT—There is one side of
the legislative session that closed
March 20 that has not been discussed.
That is the quality of the membership
and its behavior during the 60-day
session.
The quality of freshmen legislators
sent here this session was far above
that in comparison to 10 years ago.
They were well mannered and took
their jobs seriously and their conduct
on the floor of the legislature was above
reproach with the exception of a few
personal remarks during the closing
days of the session.
This could be expected with the long
hours and crunch of legislation in the
final few days.
The great majority took their
legislative duties seriously and at-
tended the early morning committee
meetings to be prepared to be informed
about legislation when it reached the
floor for a vote.
There were 31 new members in the
100-member House and eight in the 38-
member Senate. Freshman House
Today
In History
By S. C. Van Curon
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 29, the 89th
day of 1976. There are ra days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1867, the Act of Con-
federation was passed by the British
Parliament, creating the Dominion of
Canada.
On this date—
In 1632, French and English claims in
America were divided by the Treaty of
St. Germain.
In 1790, the 10th American president,
John Tyler, was born in Charles City
Minty, Va.
In 1847, American forces under
General Winfield Scott occupied Vera
Cruz, Mexico.
In 1943, during World War II, meat
rationing began in the United States.
In 1967, France launched its first
nuclear submarine.
In 1973, the last American troops left
South Vietnam, ending the direct
military role of the United States in the
Vietnamese War.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Com-
munist party called for better relations
with mainland China and the United
States but said both countries would
have to change their policies.
Five years ago: A court-martial jury
convicted Lieutenant William Calley of
premeditated murder of 22 South
Vietnamese civilians at My Lai.
One year ago: An American airlift of
refugees from Da Nang was halted as
enemy forces shelled the airport.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Pearl Bailey is 58. Democratic Senator
Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota is 60.
Thought for today: We think ac-
cording to nature. We speak according
to rules. We act according to Custom. —
Francis Bacon, English writer, 1561-
1626.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General George
Washington put Major General Israel
Putnam in command of Continental
forces in New York and directed him to
strengthen defenses of New York City
against an expected British attack.
member William T. Brinkley, D-
Madisonville, was elected best orator in
that chamber by the Capital Press
Club.
The present committee system has to
be given a lot of credit for making
members responsible and attentive to
their duties. This is the place where
they got informed about legislation
instead of in bars or smoke-filled
rooms. The leadership also seemed to
have a tight hold on all committees, for
it is the leadership that makes up the
Committee on Committees and the
Rules Committee, the two most
powerful committees in each branch.
The Committee on Committees
selects all committee chairmen and the
membership of every committee,
usually following the preference of the
members in their requests at the
beginning of the session.
Legislators spent some of their off-
duty hours in eating places and bars,
but their behavior was far superior to
that of past sessions. This quality has
seemed to improve over the years.
Some members brought their
families with them and lived in apart-
ments during the entire session. These
ffw were rarely if ever seen in the night
spots in and around Frankfort.
There WWI less special interest
legislation introduced in this session
than any in recent years. If there were
any threats issued from the governor's
office about retribution against a
member "if he didn't vote right" this
didn't surface.
The so-called turkey bills were ab-
sent, and I never heard a legislator
make the serious joking remark that he
hadn't "been properly advised" about a
bill by lobbyists or special interests.
Such remarks in sessions years ago
meant the legislator hadn't been
proffered a gift or offered a special
favor by the special interests.
The final count in legislation passed
showed the 128 Senate bills and 188
House bills made final clearance
through the legislature for a total of 316
bills that were sent to the governor.
Governor Julian Carroll must sign, veto
or let the bills become law without his
signature in 10 days after the session
closed, on April 2, not counting Sun-
days.
There had been no indication by last
mid-week that the governor intended to
veto any particular bill or bills although
a group from around Maxey Flats
presented a long petition with hundreds
of names asking him to veto the bill that
levied 10 cents per pound tax on atomic
waste buried at Maxey Flats, near
Morehead.
The 316 bill total this session corn-
pares with 403 passed in the 19'74
session. Many of the bills that failed
this time have failed in past sessiona
One example is the "strike breaker"
bill that has been around for every
session since memory runneth not.
The membership of this session gets a
grade of A for conduct and work.
Isn't It The Truth
More doctors are specializing in the
treatment of diseases of the aging,
more bankers are concerned with the
problems of financing ever longer lives
of retirement, and more of the elderly
are jogging to better health. Everybody
wants to live long, but nobody wants to
be old.
IllEARTLIN
HEART'LINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8814 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I have heard many good
things about your "Guide to Medicare."
Can you tell me where I may get one of
these?—R.S.
Answer: You can receive Heartline's
"Guide to Medicare" by sending $1.50
to Heartline's "Guide to Medicare,"
8514 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
The book is completely guaranteed and
if you are not satisfied, it may be
returned within 30 days for a full
refund. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
Heartline: Someone was explaining
Supplemental Security Income to me
the other day. They mentioned earned
income and unearned income, but they
really couldn't explain to me what the
difference is. What is the difference?—
R.B.
Answer: Earned income is any
money or in-kind income you might
receive in return for work you do. For
example, if you worked as a gardener
for a couple of hours a week and
received a salary, or something with
cash value, that would be earned in-
come. Unearned income is all income
not earned, and examples of that are
111111111111111111111101WM
Business Mirror
Social Security benefits, pensions, gifts
and so on. Your local Social Security
office would be more than glad to an-
swer any specific questions you might
have in this area.
Heartline: I applied for Social
Security disability benefits last month
and I just received a letter from a state
office about arranging for a special
medical examination in connection
with my claim How is that office in-
volved with my federal Social Security
disability claim—V.C.
Answer: Under a federal-state
agreement, the decision on whether a
person is disabled within the meaning
of the law is made by a state office—
usually a part of the vocational
rehabilitation agency. When additional
medical information is needed, that
office arranges for the examination—at
government expense.
It is very important that you keep any
appointment the state office makes for
you. If, for some reason, you can't keep
the appointment, notify the state office
immediately so they can reschedule the
examination.
Heartline gives you helpful in-
formation in the free leaflet, "Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartllne, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your





NEW YORK (AP) — People's
capitalism has suffered another set-
back. The stock market Monthly
Investment Plan, which permitted
installment buying of stocks, has en-
ded. As the Wall Street Journal put it:
"It's RIP for MIP."
The MIP had seemed to be a great
idea in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
when the post-World War II boom was
transforming America, and America
had enough left over to help transform
Europe and Japan as well.
Brokers, corporate executives and
exchange officials, flush with profits
and fees and bonuses, thought everyone
should share in the good fortune. "It's
your right to own a piece of America,"
they said.
Many ordinary Americans finally
overcame their memories of the 1930s
and made the commitment, a lot of
them through the monthly plan, under
which you could buy even a small
fraction of a share of a company.
The shareholder population soared.
In 1956 there were only 8.6 million
shareholders, but by 1970 the figure had
leaped to more than 30 million. This, it
was proclaimed, was the era of people's
capitalism.
It didn't last long, at least in this
form.
As Wall Street's business boomed, its
indifference to the individual seemed to
be more manifest. Many brokers




The came and prevention of
multiple sclerosis (MS) have
been medical mysteries for too
long Therefore, it is of unuaisl
interest that rese.archers have
recently discovered a virus-like
agent that my be related to the
cause of this cnppling disease.
Multiple sclerosis is a disease
of the nervous system that
affects hundreds of thousands of
Americans It usually strikes
adults between age; 20 and 40.
The principal symptoms are
muscular weakness, lack of
coordination, paresthesis, skr-
red speech. and disturbed Asian.
While the disease is often
prolonged and characterized by
reminsions aid relapses, it can
run a more rapid downhill
course of deterioration and
fatality Treatment has not been
particularly effective.
Researcher Werner Henle and
Pits associates. working at the
Joseph Stokes Jr. Research hi-
st itute ii Philadelphia,
demonstrated an MS-sasociated
agent (MSAA) and confirmed
By FJ.L Blame. MD.
the earlier findings of
researcher Richard Carp of the
New York State Institute for
Research in Mental Retardation.
The agent was found in high
concentration in the train time
obtained at autopsy from eight
victims of MS but was absent
from the brain tissue of 11 per-
sons who had died from Ober
diseases of the nervous system
Also. the level of the agent in
persons with a flare-up of MS
was higher than in cases in
remission, as evidenced by the
concentration of the agent in the
blood serurn of such cases
The researchers ineaarel the
concentration of the agent by its
effects on the depression+ of cer-
tain kinds of white blood cells in
mice and other experimental
animals.
Another important finding
was that the agent multiplied to
high concentration in the ner-
vous tissue of inoculated animals
and could be transmiued from
animal to animal.
Earlier resairra has indicated
that a viral agent may be the
cause of MS. Investigator }Mary
Hoprowski and his alsoCiablie at
the Witter Institute in Philadel-
phia discovered a form of virus
in the brain tissue of MS victims
U, 1972.
While MSAA has to be
regarded as the cause of MS, the
relationship between the agent
and this illness remains uncer-
tain according to the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society (257
Park Avenue South, New York,
N Y 10010) which supports
worldwide research programs to
find the cause, prevention, and
awe of MS.
Continued research will be
necessary for more specific iden-
tification of the virus and its un-
que characteristics. Such infor-
mation may point out ways for
effective prevention and treat-
ment of the baffling disease
Q: Mrs T.L (Timid Lady) did
rot sign her inquiry about recur-
rent bladder infection alter sex-
ual intercourse She believes it
 1
has been relieved by having her
uncircumcised husband wash
thoroughly under his foreskin
prior to intercourse.
A: Such cleanliness could be a
contributing factor in les.sening
bladder infection. though it will
not respond so favorably in
many instances Recurrent blad-
der infection may also require a
urme culture (sensitivity tests) to
determine the type of infection
and the medicines which will kill
it. Sometimes other pelvic disor-
ders in the female contribute to
recurrent bladder infection and
may require correction.
ce Mrs N.S. wants to know- if it
true that sugar diabetes is more
common in women than in men
A: Diabetes mellitus (sugar
diabetes) is 50 per cent more
a-Inman in women than men.
and the risk of developing the
disease doubles with both sexes
for every decade in life. accord-
ing to the National Commission
on Diabetes
lapyryit INa iiwiunabs, "man& lir
were a nuisance; some brokers claimed
they were a financially costly one.
Then came the Street's worst debacle
since the 1929 collapse. It couldn't keep
up with all the business thrown its way,
and some brokers collapsed in
confusion. Scores of them were
dissolved.
As . some of the brokerage houses
collapsed their bookkeeping became
even more chaotic, and the accounts of
many small investors were tied up for
many months. When they finally got
their money, many investors were
thoroughly disillusioned.
The shareholder population began to
slide as more and more people realized
that prices moved in two directions.
Price swings became violent, and many
an individual who was paper rich on
Monday found himself with losses on
Friday.
The market was becoming
institutionalized with pension and
mutual funds and the like, and the
massive trading power of these in-
stitutions, to a large degree, produced
these violent price changes. -More in-
dividuals with-drew.
Commissions went up. The individual
investor has to pay his own way, it was
argued. These small accounts were
costly, the brokers argued. We can
handle institutional accounts at a much
lower per unit cost.
As the shareholder population
shrank, stock exchange officials
became alarmed. Perhaps belatedly, it
was recognized that the individual
investor was essential to the func-
tioning of the stock market, which is an
auction market.
In any auction you need bids and
offers, and -individuals — a random
assortment of them — are likely to give
you a fair match of both. Institutions,
however, often thought alike.
Imbalances between buy and sell or-
ders could result.
Imbalances did develop, in fact, as
was demonstrated by some very wide
swings in price that became more
common.
Speeches were made on the necessity
of reattracting individuals to the
market, but another market was now
offering opposition. Interest rates were
rising, and a good many investors
returned to their old role of being
savers.
People's capitalism still exists today,
but in a greatly changed form. The
population of direct shareholders is
down to around 25 million now, but
indirect participation is growing.
Through their pensian funds, that is,
individuals are continuing to own a
piece of America, but that old daring
spirit of the late 1950s and 1980s doesn't
seem to be very evident any more.
In fact, one of the characteristics of
the recent market surge was the
relative inactivity of individual in-
vestors. On many days the majority of
trading was by institutions, with the
individuals looking on.
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Hoosiers-Wolverines




It's the Hammer vs. the
scalpel tonight in the finals of
the NCAA basketball playoffs.
Indiana beats you up and
Michigan cuts you up.
"I never dreamed that we'd
have to play Indiana three
times this season," said
Michigan Coach Johnny Orr.
"Good gracious, twice is
enough."
The Big Ten colleagues
advanced to the championship
game at the Spectrum with
surprisingly easy victories in
Saturday's semifinals, setting
up the first NCAA title game
between teams from the same
conference.
"I wish we could get some
Big Ten officials to work our
.game tonight," kidded Orr.
•'Then it would be just like
being balk home."
In thea previous meetings
this season, Indiana's
musclemen prevailed over
Michigan's flyboys, but not by
much. The Hoosiers beat the
Wolverines by six points in one
game and then were carried
into overtime before subduing
Win Title
PRAGUE (AP) — The
Soviet Union won the
European Junior Ice Hockey
Championships for the sixth
time Sunday after defeating
Czechoslovakia 7-4.
Sweden finished second,
after defeating Finland, which
wound up third, 5-1 in the final
round of matches Sunday.
GOLF
OITA, Japan — Takako
Kiyomoto of Japan sank a
three-foot birdie putt on the
first hole of a sudden-death
playoff and beat coun-
trywoman Nayoko Yoshikawa




Sabsailsers lobe have set
received thek hasse-deilvered
espy of The Norm Loden IL
Than by 5:31 p. a. Malay-
Friday
.
 or by 3:31 p. a. ea
Wader; aro arid so cii
7511116 between 5:31 p. a.
and 6 p. a., likadiry-friiay,
er 3:311 p. a. eni 4 p. a.
Salaams, to Ware dalvery
of the Newspaper. Calls at
be placed by 6 p... week-
days or 4 p. a. haterdays to
patentee Pinery.
the Big Ten runners-up.
Despite sweeping the two-
game series and finishing
yards ahead of Michigan in
the Big Ten standings, Indiana
Coach Bobby Knight did not
find - past performances a
psychological factor in the
championship game.
"You can forget about all
ti it past stuff," said Knight.
"'the only thing that makes
tht: difference is how well you
play once the ball goes up into
the iir. The only thing that
matt.srs is which team does
what it does best. That team
will w.n. You guys (the press)
are always trying to make it
so comolicated."
What Indiana does best is
blast in: ide for field goals with
6-foot-11 center Kent Benson
serving as the stick of
dynamite. What Michigan
does best is run and shoot
behind Ri 7key Green with one
of the quickest teams in the
country.
"I think Michigan is the best
• team we've played this year,"
said Knight. -Their quickness
is really going to be a problem
for us. Michigan plays well
together and works very hard





Tim Shaw could have gone to
the University of Southern
California, the NCAA
swimming champion. Instead,
he chose to be a virtual one-
man team at Long Beach
State.
While powerful Southern




Diving Championship with a
team of 19 athletes, Shaw was
numerically half the Long
Beach State contingent.
Shaw, 1975 Sullivan Award
winner, won the 500-yard and
1,650-yard freestyles in
American record times and
finished third in the 200-yard
freestyle. He accounted for 44
team points, which, in itself,
would be good enough for 12th
place in the team standings.
Long Beach State, with Don
Grant contributing an eighth-
place finish in the 200-yard
When you're very young...castles are for the asking. All vou
need is the sand and the spot. .4nd a little encjuragem
ent.
When you're very young
and you have cystic fibrils,
like Suzanne does, help Is for
the asking. Equipment to help
you breathe. Medication to
help you digest food and fight
infection. Education to aid
your family and doctor to
help you live. And -2 !stip-to
hope, from people dedicated
to conquering this vet in-
curable disease
And so we're asking. For
Suzanne, and all the children
with Ci F. and other lung-
damaging diseases Asking
for you for your help.
Please, don't wait volun-
terr -rodey: Time is short for
sand castles, and the children
with CF who build them.
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
can't exploit them like you can
other teams because they
have no weak areas to ex-
ploit."
The Wolverines used their
blazing speed to beat Rutgers
86-70 in the semifinals. The
Hoosiers used their inside
muscle to overpower UCLA
65-51 and improve their
season's record to a gaudy 31-
0.
Michigan, which came
closer than anybody to beating
Indiana this season, will be
facing a stronger Hoosier unit
this time, according to Orr.
"I think we have to play
better this time than we did
last time because they're
playing better," said the
Michigan coach. "Indiana was
in a slight slump at one point
of the season, but now they've
got it back on the right beat.
Bobby's got 'em playing well
now."
The Hoosiers are seeking
their third national basketball
title. They won in 1940 and
1953. Michigan has never won
the NCAA championship.
Before the Big Ten teams
meet in the championship
game, Rutgers and UCLA will
play for third olace.
butterfly, finished with 49
points, a far cry from
Southern California's 398
points — the second highest
total in NCAA history. Run-
nerup Tennessee had 237
points in the meet, which
ended Saturday night.
"Timmy's a Long Beach
(Calif.) boy," said Dick
Jochums, Shaw's collegiate
and AAU coach. "He wanted
to stay in Long Beach. He
didn't want to go to USC with
all that rah-rah stuff.
"I really didn't recruit him.
I just bought him a couple of
Big Macs and he signed his
letter of intent. But he signed
more to stop the recruiting
pressure from everywhere
else."
Shaw dominated the 1975
World Aquatics Championship
in Cali, Colombia, last sum-
mer, winning the 200, 400 and
1,500-meter freestyles. He was
nearly as devaa-tating here,
and he could be the big fish at
the Olympics this summer in
Montreal.
Jochums says Shaw will
probably swim the 200, 400 and
1,500-meter freestyle and the
200-meter backstroke at the
U.S. Olympic Trials this June
in Long Beach.
After Cali, Shaw had the
inside track in the 1,500-meter
race—a grueling event
requiring large doses of
courage and talent.
FIRST DOWN?— Aitisovgh it looks like football, it's whisk
baseball. Catcher Gant Stimilssr refuses to budge and tags out




First Jerry Colangelo, the
general manager of the
Phoenix Suns, was criticized
for. trading super-talent
Charlie Scott to Boston and
only getting Paul Westphal
and a couple of No. 2 draft
choices in return. Then he was
rapped for dealing promising
rookie John Shumate to
Buffalo even-up for traveled
veteran Garfield Heard.
Well, Colangelo just might
get the last laugh. He's traded
Phoenix right into the thick of
the playoff fight, and if the
Suns qualify it will be their
first post-season appearance
since the 1969-70 National
Basketball Association
season.
Westphal scored six points
in the last two minutes and 27
for the game Sunday night to
, lead the Suns to a crucial 100-
97 victory over the Los
Angeles Lakers. Heard.
meanwhile, added 12 points
and has been a bulwark of the
Suns' late-season surge with
his solid rebounding and
steady floor play.
Sunday's victory kept
Phoenix tied for second place
in the Pacific Division with
Seattle, which earlier
defeated Atlanta 127-112. The
Lakers, the third team in the
scramble for two playoff
berths, are now three games
behind in the loss column
with just five games to play in
the regular season.
"We've got to win all five of
our remaining games — it's as
simple as that," said Lakers
Coach Bill Sharman.
Elsewhere in the NBA
Sunday, it was Boston 100,
New York 94; Washington 113,
Racers' Wilburn Sets
New Mark In Nashville
Over 700 age-group runners
participated in the Fifth
Annual Music City Run
Saturday in Nashville. The
event featured three races of
1.6, 5.8 and 11.2 miles, each in
the rolling hills of Percy
Warner Park.
Outstanding performer for
the Murray Marathoners, a
local road-running group, was
Sonny Wilburn, a Junior
College transfer to Murray
State University, from
Cleveland, Ohio. Wilburn won
the college division 5.8 mile
run with a record-breaking
30:28.
This was four seconds faster
than the previous record held
by former University of
Tennessee (Knoxville) Doug
Brown, the super-athlete who
won the NCAA Steeplechase,
captained the national
championship UT cross-
country of 1974, and who was
also on the 1972 Olympic
team.
Murray State is fortunate to
have recruited Wilburn
(track) who will be eligible to
compete in the next indoor
season.
When his record-breaking
time was cited at the awards
ceremonies. Wilburn received
an ontatindllne OVIIthin on the
part of the hundreds of
assembled runners and fans
as he claimed his trophy.
Another MSU trackman,
Jimmy Colon, ran an excellent
time of 32:07 in the same
division as Wilburn and took a
third place trophy for his
effort.
Running in the 1.6 mile race
was Gabrielle Black and
Charles Griffiths of MSU.
Black, a member of the MSU
Women's track team, placed
second in the Open Women's
division with the time of 11:31.
Griffiths, running his first-
ever roadrace, finished 38th of
57 who crossed the line in the
Open Men's division in the
time of 10:52.
Participating in the long,
hilly 11.2 mile run was Fr.
Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's
Church, and Dr. Adam B.
Lanning of Murray State
University. Mattingly took the
second place trophy in the 50-
60 age-group-Men with the
time of 111:15. Lanning
finished fifth in the Master's
(40-50) Men in the time of
10:52.
After the races the Murray
runners celebrated their
several victories at Nash-
ville's Gerst Haus before
returning to Murray.
The next roadrace for the
Murray Marathoner a will be
in Louisville at the Kentucky
Derby Festival "Mini-
Marathon" (13.1 miles) on
April 26th.
TENNIS
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
Jimmy Connors came from a
4-1 deficit in each set to
defeated Roscoe Tanner 6-4.6-
4 and capture first prize
money of $35,000 in the
$206,000 Tennis Games.
Buffalo 90; New Orleans 110,
Philadelphia 107; Milwaukee
115, Portland 100, and Golden
State 134, Kansas City 117.
Sows
Sonics 127, Hawks 112
Fred Brown scored 27 points
and Tommy Burleson 23 to
lead Seattle to its sixth victory
in the last seven games. The
Sonics host Los Angeles in a
Pacific Division showdown
Wednesday.
Bucks 115, Blazers 100
Milwaukee stretched its
Midwest Division lead to 1P2
games over idle Detroit by
beating Portland behind 29
points by Bob Dandridge, 27
by Brian Winters and 13 in the
final period by reserve Gary
Brokaw.
Warriors 134, Kings 117
Kansas City dropped four
games back of Milwaukee and
2L2 behind betroit as the
Warriors rolled up their




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Edmonson County Coach Bo
Davenport was out of a job
last spring. This year, he is
without peer.
In the short course of a
single season, Davenport has
run the gamut from an
unemployed coach to the
mentor of a state champion.
He completed the improbable
rags-to-riches story by leading
Edmonson County to a 74-52
win over Christian County in
the championship game of the
59th Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament.
"I'm probably the first
coach to come back from
being fired and win it," said
an elated Davenport, who was
relieved of his duties at
Grayson County last year. He
was hired the next day at
Edmonson County.
Coach is a job as well as a
title for Davenport, who
drummed the benefits of
fundamentals and deliberate
offense into his troops.
His small team, which
staged four consecutive upsets
in taking the title, was an
underdog even in the final
game to a Christian County
team that had shocked pre-
tourney favorites Louisville
Shawnee and Lexington Henry
Clay to make the final game.
"Those old boys from the
hill country were pretty tough
this week," said Davenport.
The winning formula in the
championship game was
Edmonson County's ability to
get close-in shots after
penetrating Christian
County's full-court press.
"The first day of fall
practice, we worked against
the press and you could tell,
couldn't you?" said Daven-
port. "I believe we can handle
ourselves alright against any
press. We've faced 'em all."
Little sophomore guard
Kevin Clemmons dribbled
through the press with ease.
Celtics 100, Knicks 94 Once past the trap defense, he
Boston clinched first place found Mark Hennion and Phil
in the Atlantic Division by Rich open underneath for
outscoring New York 16-2 in iasn. - or short jumpers.
the final four minures of the "-PsHennion finished with 25
third period to erase a three- points while Rich added 20.
point deficit. The Knicks Clemmons, who added 10
never caught up.
Bullets 113, Braves 90
Dave Bing scored 21 of his 23
points in the first half as
Washington shot 60 per cent
from the floor and built a 65-44
lead en route to an easy vic-
tory over Buffalo in a
nationally televised game.
The win extended the Bullets'
lead over Cleveland in the
Central Division to 1 k's games.
Jazz 110, 76ers 107
New Orleans beat
Philadelphia at the free throw
line, hitting 34 of 36 tries to
just 9 of 17 for the visitors.
Pete Maravich topped the
Jazz with 38 points, including
10-for-10 from the line, while
George McGinnis led the 76ers
with 27 points.
College Results




Michigan 86, Rutgers 70




Delta St 69, Inunactdata 64
Third Place
Wayland Baptist 74, Wm.
Penn 54
Fifth Place
Tennessee Tech ilk Mont-
clair St 88
points and passed out seven
assists, had a simple ex-
planation for his team's
alarming win.
"If I had to point to one thing
for our success, I'd say it




Clemmons was glad the
season was over.
"No more practice, no more





— More than one thousand
clamoring, jubilant fans and
local residents turned out to
welcome home a Cinderella
team Sunday afternoon in this
tiny western Kentucky town.
The Edmonson County High
School basketball team
returned home in grand
fashion after their stunning 74-
52 victory over Christian




The Wildcats had been
underdogs from the start of
the tournament.
An ambulance, a police
cruiser and more than 300 cars
fell in behind the school bus
when the team and Coach Bo
Davenport left Interstate 65,
about 15 miles from town.
A overflow crowd packed
the 1,200-capacity school
gymnasium to bear brief
speeches by Davenport,
Principal Johnny Vincent and
team players.
Aaron Goad, a forward and
also a football player, said he
expected his team "would win
two games when we started."
But Goad said he knew, after
defeating Shelby County in the
semifinals, that "we would go
all the way."
Davenport said "these kids
are the greatest I have ever
known."
Based on Road &Track magazines consideration






Rabbit is a winner.
After considering
hundreds of '75 cars,
the experts at Road &
Track named it "the best
car for under $35002
Toyota didn't make
it. The Datsun didn't
make it. Vega, Pinto,
Honda, Fiat—
did not make It.
Compare the
Rabbit on perform-
ance. (From 0 to 50,a




(It has the head and
leg room of some mid-
size cars.)
Compare the Rabbit
3wapsesed 14176 rood price $3.409 lost (oust
on gas mileage.
39 mpg on the




with stick shift got









No other car will
give you the combina-
tion of performance,
space and economy
that you'll find in a
Rabbit.
You owe it to your
self to try the best,
before you settle for
something less.
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KEYSTONE COMBO—Stan Geisler (31) flips the MN to second baseman Jock Percent, who in
turn gets ready to whirl to first for a iv/ink/ring against Chicago Sunday. Murray swept two from
Chicego to improve the season record to 14-3.
(Styli Plies' by Mike broodem
Playboy Joe Pepitone Tries




pub owner and author, is alive







Would you believe Yuma,
Ariz.?
That's where the San Diego
Padres are training and that's
where they beat the Cleveland
Indians 7-6 in an exhibition
game Sunday on a 10th-inning
single by the 35-year-old
Pepitone.
The erstwhile playboy of the
Western world retired after
two months of playing —
baseball, that is — in Japan in
1974. Now he's on the roster of
the Padres' Hawaii farm club
in the Pacific Coast League
but is bidding to return to the
majors.
"I'm very impressed with
the shape Pepitone is in," said
San Diego Manager John
McNamara. "He can still
swing the bat and he also looks
like he has the good hands
around first base. He has a
READY TO MAI—Mark Went ef the 'Bred, *rows up a
awes hdl for a coiled strike against Middle Tennessee. Waist
gave op lest me hit but lost 1-0 Saturday wisest








Vernon's boot and shoe repair recommends
Harold Thoma, an expert boot and shoe
repair serviceman to help you get better wear
from your boots and shoes.
All repair work is done while boots are on
the last, which is the closest thing to having
brand new boots and shoes.
All boots and shoes are treed out just as at
the factory.
illteeeS1 (Complete rebottoming)
Includes new insoles, welts, out-soles, heel
base, rubber cap, shank, & shank cover.
*Vamp linings
*Full soles end heels
ellolf soles and heels
Use original — repair some welt if needed,
replace heel base and rubber heel cap, and half
outsoles.
*Heel plates
Original shape of toe or heel cannot be
changed.
VERNONS WESTERNSTORE
rise lbse 'apt abbe Impair IMO
Olympic Plaza 9.9 Weekeda yr;
Murray, Ky. 7534110 14 Sunday
"Boots A Bum For levery Activity limier The Sun"
Southpaw Mike Roberts
went the distance for Murray
and gave up eight hits, and was
charged with two earned runs.
Roberts fanned four and
walked one.
In the opening contest, it
was a scoreless tie going into
the top of the seventh and
Murray righthander Mark
Wezet had a no-hitter going.
With one out, Middle's
Denton Peters singled to left
to end the no-hit bid. Ricky
Chesire walked then Chuck
Smith grounded into a
fielder's choice at second,
leaving men on at first and
third with two out.
On a routine grounder hit to
short, Geisler bobbled the ball
and that allowed the only run
of the contest to cross. Wezet
fanned three men and walked
three in working the distance.
Murray never had a serious
threat in the contest.
Sunday's Games
Sunday, the 'Breds won a
pair of contests over Chicago.
In the opener, Dick Allegretti
allowed only one hit as
Murray took a 4-0 win while in
the nightcap, the 'Breds held
off a seventh inning rally to
win 8-8.
Murray scored three runs in
the bottom of the second in the
opening game. Robin Court-
ney opened the inning with a
single, Steuber singled and
Kiel reached on an error,
•
scoring a run. Geisler had a
sacrifice fly and David
Hughes an RBI triple to ac-
count for the other two runs in
the inning.
In the third frame, Murray
upped the lead to 4-0 as
Courtney doubled in a run.
The only hit off Allegretti
came when Chicago's
designated hitter, Julio
Martinez, led off the fifth with
a single up the middle.
Allegretti, who had pinpoint
control, fanned one batter and
walked two.
In the nightcap, Murray
scored three in the first, one
run coming in on an error and
the other two were driven in
on singles by Brown and
Courtney.
Leading 4-2 in the home half
of the fifth, the 'Breds loaded
the bases and Geisler doubled
Into leftcenter, clearing the
paths and boosting Murray to
an 8-2 lead.
Chicago loaded the bases off
Brown in the seventh then
with two out, Martinez
slammed one out of Reagan
Field. Brown got the next man
out to end the game.
Brown, who was bothered
with control problems, walked
eight, fanned seven and was
charged with four earned
runs.
Courtney, a freshman from
Evansville, had four hits in
four trips to the plate against
TO THE RESCUE—Gin. Steuber (6) reloads the bases after
blasting a two-rwe haw in the bottom of the seventh of the
second game against Middle Saturday. Going into the seventh,






The 'Breda are now 14-5 on
the season. Murray was to
have played North Dakota and
Chicago today but the rain will
probably force the post-
ponement of those contests
Tuesday, the 'Breds will try
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Smorgasbchance to make our ballclub."
Elsewhere on the exhibition
circuit, the pitchers took turns
proving they are no longer
ahead of the hitters. In the
biggest slugfest, the New York
Yankees outlasted the Detroit
Tigers 16-11 as Chris Charn-
bliss, Sandy Alornar and Otto
Velez all homered. Alex
Johnson, Aurelio Rodriguez (a
grand slam) and Willie Horton
connected for the Tigers.
Houston split a pair of high-
scoring contests. One squad of
Astros downed the Cincinnati
Reds 9-6 as Cedar Cedeno and
Bob Watson each collected
four hits in a 19-hit attack.
Another group bowed to
Montreal 9-5 as Pete
Mackanin and Mike
Jorgensen homered for the
Expos.
The winless Oakland A's
continued to have their
problems. The main squad
surrendered six eighth-inning
runs to the Chicago Cubs and
lost 12-6 while Tim Johnson's
two-run single in the ninth
inning gave the Milwaukee
Brewers a 4-3 triumph over
the Oakland 'B' team.
Three-run homers by Ron
Cey — off Mickey Lolich —
and John Hale powered the
LAS Angeles Dodgers over the
winless New York Mets 9-0
behind the eight-hit pitching of
Doug Rau, Mike Marshall and
rookie Lance Rautzhan. And
Kansas City's Paul Splittorff,
Doug Bird and Steve Mingori
stymied the Pittsburgh
Pirates on seven hits as the
Royals pelted Doc Medich for
14 hits and all their runs in
another 9-0 decision.
Luis Melendez drove in five
runs with a single and grand
slam homer to lead the St.
Louis Cardinals past the
Philadelphia Phithes 8-5 and
Tom Grieve's three-run
homer paced the Texas
Rangers over the Baltimore
Orioles 8-3.
, Murray Wins Two From Chicago Sunday
Tradition Helps 'Breds To
Gain Split Against Middle
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Spies Meter
Chalk another ens op-for
tradition.
When the University of
Kentucky won the NIT,
everyone said it was tradition
that carried the Wildcats
through.
Kentucky isn't the only
school with tradition. Ask
Johnny Reagan or any of a
large number of fans who
were on hand Saturday af-
ternoon to watch Murray State
open its conference play with
a twinbill against Middle
Tennessee.
Middle had taken the first
contest 1-0 and was leading 4-0
going into the home half of the
seventh. But besides having a
tradition of being winners, the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
also have the tradition of
coming from behind.
And that's exactly what the
'Breds did. They came up with
five big runs in the last of the
seventh to salvage a split. In
Bowling Green, Western
Kentucky and Austin Peay
were rained out of a twinbill so
that puts Middle and Murray
in a tie for the western division
lead.
Jack Perconte opened the
home half of the seventh with
a triple, the first hit of the
game for the 'Breda. Then
John Siemanowski, who hit
three homeruns Friday,
smacked one over 400 feet in
lefteenter and Murray trailed
4-2.
Pinch-hitter Bill Wagoner
brought the crowd alive by
murdering a pitch, only to
have the ball caught on the
warning track in right center.
With one out, Terry Brown
reached base on an error by
the third baseman then cat-
cher Gene Steuber became the
man of the hour as he socked a
pitch on top of the building in
leftfield to tie the game at 4-4.
Marvin Kiel walked and
went to second on a wild pitch
then shortstop Stan Geisler
ended it with a blooper down
the line in left, scoring Kiel
and giving Murray the split.
( MURRAY LEDGER to TIMES)
Nuggets Success Key
Has Been Quickness
By The Associated Press
Quickness is the key to the
Denver Nuggets' success,
according to Indiana Coach
Bobby Leonard.
The Nuggets clinched at
least a tie for the American
Basketball Association
regular-season title by beating,
Indiana 110-98 Sunday, and a
three-guard offense employ*
by Denver Coach Larry
Brown did much of the
damage.
They had four little guys
and one big guy in there and
we didn't have anybody to
counter their quickness," said
Leonard. "The key was when
they moved Ralph Simpson up
to forward with David
Thompson, and left Claude
Terry and Chuck Williams at
guard."
An offensive rebound and
layup by Simpson put Denver
ahead 65-64 in the third period,
then the Nuggets ran away
from Indiana. Thompson led
the balanced Denver scoring
with 20 points, Simpson and
Terry added 16 each, Bobby
Jones 15, Dan Issel 13 and
Williams and Gus Gerard 10
each.
Denver now leads the
secondplace New York Nets
by 544 games. Denver has five
games remaining and New
York six.
Billy Knight scored 36 points
for Indiana, Don Buse had 20
and Len Elmore 18.
In the only other ABA game
Sunday, the New York Nets
beat the Spirits of St. Louis
107-102.
Leonard said Denver "can
be beaten in the playoffs, but
you're going to have to have a
bunch of quick people to beat
them. The only clubs that can
match them for quickness are
Kentucky and San Antonio."
Nets 107, Spirits 102
Julius Erving paced the
Nets with 34 points and 17
rebounds. New York led 29-17
after the first period and by 19
points late in the third
quarter. St. Louis came back
behind Marvin Barnes' 27
points —23 in the second half
— to lead by one, but the Nets
kept their poise, regained
control and drew away.
Hubie Green Rolling




S.C. (AP) — Hubert Green, a
down-home type who's
become one of the gaudiest
names in golf, had to go back
to last Christmas to explain
the sudden turn-around that
has lifted him to the front rank
of the game's stars.
"I don't really know exactly
why," Hubert puzzled. He'd
missed the cut four weeks ago,
then came back to reel off
three straight victories, only
the second time in 14 seasons
anyone has done that.
Then his face brightened
with the grin that has made
him such a popular favorite.
"Last Christmas, my caddy
gave me a present," Hubert
said. "A box of rocks. Maybe
he was telling me I had rocks
in my head."
And, Green surmised,
maybe the caddy was right.
Hubert said he'd had trouble
with his concentration in the
early part of the season.
"Actually, I was playing
pretty good. Not bad, anyhow.
But it was stupidity. Just
dumb.
"It's like I was playing in a
different time zone. I'd atways
wind te. hitting one out of
bounds or hitting one in the
water or something. Horrible.
Jost awful "
The turn came at the Doral
Open, which he won by six
strokes and wit i a record
score. It was worth $40,000.
Next it was Jacksonville, a
two stroke victory worth
$35,000. And Sunday he added
the Sea Pines Heritage title
with a 10-under 274, a com-
fortable five shot victory, to
the string that has yet to come
to an end.
That last victory was worth
$43,000 from the total purse of
$215,000, made Hubert the
leading money-winner with
$132,006 for the season and
enabled him to set a record of
8118,000 — the most ever
collected in the span of three
weeks.
Jerry McGee, never in
contention for the title, took
second. He holed out from a
sand trap on the final hole for
a 68-270.
Hale Irwin, Don January
and Gibby Gilbert were next
at 280. January and Irwin had
67s and Gilbert a 73 — the
same as Green — in the mild,
hazy weather. Murphy had a
78 and was one of five at 281. .
Jack Nicklaus, the defen-
ding champion, shot a 73-282.
Gary Player, Lee Trevino and
Tom Weiskopf were at 283
In the past 14 years. only
Johnny Miller has won three
In a row. He swept the first
three titles in the 1974 season,
but one of those was a rain-
abbreviated, three-round
event.
Now Green has a shot at
four in a row, last achieved in
1952. But he won't try for it.
He's skipping the Greater
Greensboro Open.
"I've played six in a row,"
he said. "I'm committed for
the four after Greensboro. If I
play Greensboro, that's 11 in a
row. I'm not looking for a
Purple Heart," he said.
Trim Roster
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals have trimmed
their club roster to 30 players,
the National League baseball
team said Sunday.
To make the cut the team
sent nine players to the minor
leagues for reassignment,
Including pitchers Cardell
Camper, Steve Stanisland and
Angel Torres, catcher John
Tamargo and outfielders
Charlie Chant, Mike Easier,
Jerry Mumphrey, Wayne
Nordhagen and Mike Potter.
, BASKETBALL
DAVIDSON, N.C. — Gary
Walters, head basketball
coach at Dartmouth College
for the past seven seasons,
was named to the same post at
Devidson College to replace
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Reelected as officers of the New Concord Adult Farmer Class were, left to right, Bob-
by Spiceland, vice-president, Harold Houston, secretary-treasurer, and Bill Ed Hendon,
president. On the left is Ray Brownfield and on the right Harvey Ellis of the Peoples
Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc.
Staff Photo by to Buriceen
Peoples Bank Host For Farm Group
The Peoples Bank of
Murray, Ky., Inc., hosted the
dinner for the New Concord
Adult Farmer Class and
guests at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Tuesday,
March 23, at seven p.m.
Bill Ed Hendon, president,
presided, who was reelected
for the sixteenth straight year
along with Bobby Spiceland,
vice-president, and Harold
Mr. Fanner
We have a place
just for you
'Oak sied Poplar Boxing
'Oa sod Poplar framing
*MI dried Yellow Pine Fnassing
*Treated 6x 6 Bolding Post vp to 24 Foot
*Creosote Fence Posts
*Creosote 2 x 6's
*Fearing Limber
'Metal Reefing, Nih, Fearing Wire
*Plywood, Particle Beard
'Trak and Waves Bed Material






( Next door to Bailey Lumber Company)
AMMMINNI• 
Houston, secretary-treasurer.
Jamie Potts is class teacher.
Ray Brownfield and Harvey
Ellis of the Peoples Bank
expressed appreciation to the
group and presented gifts to
the members and guests.
Class members and wives
attending were D. B. Grubbs,
Messrs and Mesdames Hollie
Alderdice, Ike Allbritten, Paul
Blalock, Mac Coleman, Joe
Coleman, Grundy M. Falwell,
Otis Falwell, Beauford
French, William E. Hendon,
Harold Houston, Thomas
Houston, Gil G. Hopson, Billy
Joe Kingins, Bobby Meador,
W. D. McCuiston, Tommy
Parker, Danny Pittman,
George Roberts, Bobby
Spiceland, F. H. Spiceland,
Don Spiceland, Steve
Spiceland, John C. Steele, Bill
Stubblefield, Otley White,
Earl Nix Wilson, Jim Wilson,
Pat Wilson, Fred Roberts,
Robert Houston, and Gary
McClard.
Also present were Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Harvey
Ellis, and Ray Brownfield.
Class members unable to
attend were Hal B. Allbritten,
Joe Pat Carraway, Marty
Carraway, Robert C. McCage,
Jr., Steve Steele, and Robert
R. Wilson.
Hog And Pig Inventory
Unchanged From March 1975
Hogs and pigs on Kentucky
farms as of March 1, 1976
totaled 950,000 head, un-
changed from March a year
ago, but 50,000 head below the
December 1, 1975 level. The
decline in inventory from
December is largely due to
marketings and farm
slaughter of a large number of
heavier weight group hogs on
hand December I.
Hogs and pigs kept
primarily for breeding pur-
poses on March 1 totaled
166,000 or 17 per cent of the
total inventory. This
represents a 14 per cent in-
crease in breeding stock from
last March and indicates
possible increased farrowings
In coming months. Market
hogs and pigs on hand totaled
784,000—a decline of 2 per cent
from the March 1975 level. By
weight groups, market hogs
on hand are above the March
1975 inventory for pigs under
60 pounds and 160-219 pound
groups. All other weight
groups are below a year ago.
Pig Crop Up 8 Percent
Sows farrowed during the
December 1975-February 1976
quarter totaled 54,000 head, 8
percent more than during the
comparable period a year
earlier. There are 378,000 pigs
saved during the quarter, up 8
percent from last year. Pigs
per litter for the quarter
averaged 7.00, the same as the
7.00 a year earlier.
Expected Farrowing' Up
During the March - May
quarter, farmers in Kentucky
plan to farrow 60,000 sows, up
9 percent from the 55,000
farrowed during March - May
1975. During the June - August
quarter, 52,000 sows are ex-
pected to farrow, the same as
the 52,000 farrowed during the
1975 Jue - August quarter.
Actual farrowings may differ
from intentions based on
producers reaction to this
report, hog and feed price
trends, and general economic
conditions.
Fourteen Major States
Inventory of hogs and pigs
on March 1, 1976 in the 14
major hog producing states
surveyed is estimated at 40.9
million head, up 1 percent
from a year earlier. This
increase over last March
reflects a build-up in the
breeding herd arid increased
farrowings in the December
1975 - February 1976 quarter.
Even with these recent
developments the March 1,
1976 inventory is still 16
percent below March 1, 1974.
A 10 percent increase in the
number of hogs kept for
breedings more than offset the
minor reduction in market
hogs and pigs.
—Number kept for breeding
at 6.7 million is up 10 percent
from 1975, but down 12 percent
from 1974.
—Number for market at 34.2
million is slightly less than





The December 1975 -
February 1976 pig crop in the
14 states totaled 14.6 million,
16 per cent above the previous
year, but 7 percent below the
same period 2 years ago.
There were 2.0 million sows
farrowed in the 14 states
during this period, up 15
percent from the same period
In 1974 - 1975, but down 9
percent from the 1973-1974
period.
Average litter size was 7.11
in the 1975-76 period compared
with 7.05 a year earlier and
6.90 two years ago.
Farrowing Intentions
Producers in the 14 states
Intend to have 2.7 million sows
farrow in the March - May
1976 period, 10 percent more
than in 1975 but 18 percent less
than 1974.
Farrowing intentions
reported for the June-August
1976 period are 2.3 million
sows, 11 percent more than
1975 but 5 percent less than
1974.
HANDY
Neglected spills and poor
storage of flammable'
can resuft in costly fires.
FARM SAFETY TIPS
from Spe«y New Holland
Keep flammable liquids
in sealed containers and
dispose of oily rags
Central Kentucky All Breed
Performance Test
Bull Sale
Monday, April 5, 12 Noon ( EST)
Paris, Kestecky Stockyards, nerd of Paris on Itairto Sao 'poisoned
by ['starchy IND CATTLE ASSOCIATION.
40 WM
Argos Polled Nereford - chassises- Shomeseml% • Chlorite%
nose bolls ors consigned by Medi" beef cont. breeders I lientimIty
mil being performance tested ot Moe Shale farm ot Ovrentee, Ky. Final
performance date of NW weight par doy of opt, 34.5 Ay
end overage doily gni es test MN be comportod mod mode eiroloble on
sole My. Al bolls ore goormitsped breeders end registered eritli their
respective breed sosociations. Plan nen to 'Nand this sole of
femme Tested Mb t. tho Profit Milked Caissum"
Auctioneer: Lloyd Arnett
For sale catalog contact sale manager:
Arnett Auction Co., Lloyd Arnett P.O. Box 162





Too Much In Any Year?
If you contribute more than the
maximum allowable in any year, a 6% tax
will be imposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximum
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
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4568 turbo tractor/300 engine hp.4-wheel drive
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• Row crop axles
permit variable-
tread adjustment








It's What It Does That Count!!
The Houstons are proud to show
what their International 4568, 4-
wheel drive can do. Here the 4568
is not only pulling a 21 foot disk
harrow but also a 21 foot culti-
mulcher at the same time. This
tremendous piece of equipment
can efficiently pull up to a 12 bot-
tom plow.
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Harold Houston and Donnie Chapman, Purchase Equip-
ment Co. Inc., discuss the greater yield Thomas and Harold
Houstoo_ will receive with their new 4568 4-wheel drive
tractor. Thomas and Harold are in the Locust Grove area.
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The Lynn Grove Adult farming Class and guests wer
e entertained with a dinner at
the Seven Seas by the Jackson Purchase 
Production Credit Association. Present,
seated, were Mrs. Cliff (Anita) McCallon, JPPCA, Clif
f McCallon, secretary-treasurer,
standing, left to right, Jamie Potts, teacher, T
ommy Murphey, JPPCA, Roger Cooper,
president, Henry Armstrong, vice-president, Keys Keel 
and Richard Price, JPPCA.
Staff Photo by Jo Durkee',
Present at the dinner hosted by the Bank of Murray at Seven Seas for the Kirksey
Adult farming Class were, left to right, Bobby Manning, Charles Tucker, secretary-
treasurer, Max Gore, vice-president, Clinton Burchett, president, Jamie Potts, teacher,
and Rob Gingles.
Stall Photo by Jo Burkeen
Lynn Grove Class Hosted By JPPCA 
Bank Of Murray Host For Kirksey
The Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
hosted the dinner for the Lynn
Grove Adult Farmer Class
and guests at the Seven Seas
Restaurant on Thursday,
March 25, at seven p.m.
Max Workman, president,
presided. New officers elected
were Roger Cooper, president,
Henry Armstrong, vice-
president, and Cliff McCallon,
secretary-treasurer.
Keys Keel, Richard Price,
SALES AND SERVID ON









4020's - Extra Sharp
YOU CAN GET CORNHEADS
OF ANY TYPE AT
TOMMY'S
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETIRON!
FORKS MECHANICS ON DUTY All WU
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 1:30 MONDAY TRU SATURDAY
PHONE 21744/0 MON 753-7152 ABB 5 PK







Keys F. Keel Field Office Manager
Richard Price Fluid Representative
Anita McCallon Secretary
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall mo-
ment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The story of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is similar.
Sound credit service has played a big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.
The go ahead people
itt
Tommy Murphey, and Mrs.
Anita McCallon represented
the JPPCA and presented
gifts to the members and
guests. Jamie Potts is class
teacher.
Class members and guests
attending were Phil McCallon,
Garry Morris, Bill Ed Mur-
dock, Don Nance, Carrol M.
Rogers, Steve Rogers, Terry
Rogers, Richard Spann and
guest, Miss Donna McCreery,
Messrs and Mesdames Henry
Armstrong, Thomas Lee
Armstrong, Lloyd Canter,
Ray Clark, Bill Collins, Roger
Cooper, Glenn Crawford,
Hyland Darnell, James Dixon,
Charles Duncan, Richard
Fuqua, C. Eugene Jones,
Clifton L. Jones, Glen Kelso,
Cliff McCallon, William N.
Murdock, Eugene Nance,
Marvin Parks, Max Work-
man, and Eddie Workman.
Also present were Mr. and
Mrs. Keys Keel, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Price, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Murphey, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts, and Mr. and
Mrs. Don Rowlett.
Class members unable to
attend were Leon Cooper,
Hugh F. Deering, Joe Dortch,
Steve Ernstberger, Joe B.
Fridy, Joe Fridy, Thurston
Furches, Larry Geib, James
N. Harris, Thomas Murdock,
Dwaine Rogers, Terrell
Tidwell, Robert M. Wright,
Howard Wendt, W. P. West,
Richard West, Tommy West,
Dwight Wolfe, and Terry
Workman.
A Cassmanar tip
from Emotion Spookillses It
the UK CAMP ad hidiladdolds
Is it really worth the time
and effort to do a lot of
figuring and cost-comparing
just to save a few pennies on
a food item? Those pennies
saved add up to a consider-
able sum over a period of
time, according to UK Exten-
sion foods specialists. For
example, cost studies have
shown that you can use in-
expensive fruits and vege-
tables and spend only about
half as much a week as would
be spent if you bought more
costly and out-of-season
fruits and vegetables for
family meals.
The Bank of Murray hosted
the dinner for the Kirksey
Adult Farmer Class and
guests at the Seven Seas
Restaurant on Wednesday,
March 24, at eight p.m.
Clinton Burchett, president,
presided, who was reelected
as president for the next year.
New officers are Max Gore,
vice-president, and Charles
Tucker, secretary-treasurer.
Rob Gingles and Bobby
Manning of Bank of Murray
represented the bank and
presented gifts to the mem-
bers and guests. Jamie Potts
is class teacher.
Class members and guests
attending were Mike Bur-
chett, Messrs and Mesdames
Clinton Burchett, Coik. dom-
pton, Jr., Larry Gilbert, Max
Gore, 011ie C. Hall, Jewell
McCallon, J. D. Outland,
Lowell Palmer, Lubie
Parrish, James Potts,
Sherwood Potts, and Charles
Tucker.
Also present were Jim
Lawson, Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Potts, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen, Rob Gingles, and
Bobby Manning.
Class members unable to
attend were Eugene Manning,
Boyd Norsworthy, Gerald















Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distnlieters Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Pikes of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Its new! It's big! In the Hatchback




home a 523 Coleman
Sleeping Bag for O.
You pet all the features that make a sports/0111y
vehocie worth tte stall—Yugped steel coreffruclion,
long4eal syringe valectiv• lour-wheel drIveand se
much TOW More cargo *Pace. the comfort of •
personal •mhicle and that exclusive sportslutlety
feature--Itto easy-load Hatchback deeogn That.
Wry you pet more relue yMen yo. blry • Scout
Traveler







You can make sure you get the high-
yielding Northrup King Corn hybrids you
want by ordering early. Early orders will
be filled first.
I'll be calling on you soon to take your
seed order. And let me tell you about our
Buy & Fly Club, quantity savings, and
















It's time to spring into action and we're
offering special low prices on all new MF
farm tractors under 80 pto hp. Check how
much you save:
Model







If you need a new tractor this spring, you can't




















































































































be submitted by 12


















1 Distant 1 Novelty
4 9111101 2 Beverage



















































6 Note of13 Wolfhound








16 Nahve metal bench
Answer to Tuesdays Puule
a.11112u













14 'dings 29 Church
18 Near 31 Pigpen
21 Craftsman 3? Writingin-
22  Pronoun piement
23 Small 33 Lampreyamount 31 Pigeon Pea24 Exist 35 Carpenters














Dist, by Um tad att.," 14 ea. P03-29-76
.4%6 X 3110 TIP
RF.DUCE SAFE and fast
with (oBese Tablets
and E-Viip "water pills"
Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th, Murray .
REMEMBER THERE is
a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.







a construction permit to
build a new AM radio
station at Murray,
Kentucky, was amended
to specify a new
frequency of 900
Kilohertz with 250 watts
power, daytime only,
and a directional an-
tenna. The transmitter
will be located 800' South
of Highway 94, 0.35 mile
East of Knight Road;
and the studios will be





Sammy J. Parker and
Joe M. Parker are the
partners. A copy of the
application is available
for public inspection at
the office of
Shackleford, Thurman










of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.




Whim yew seed seeerses,
equips/sent at service odi as.
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I'M GOING TO START MY SPRING








THE WEEK THAT YOU
6ET YOUR CAST OFF













MY ATTACKS. IDREAMT THAT ND-
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STRANGE
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many friends who ex-
tended the sympathy
and help following the
death of my grand-
daughter, Angela Jo
Watson. God bless you
all. Jo Watson and
family.
6. Help Wanted
FULL CHARGE, must be
able to handle complete
set of books, double
entry, P. and L., balance
sheet, quarterly returns,
Send resume and salary
expected. If you cannot
meet these
qualifications, do not
answer ad. Write Box
998, Paris, Tennessee.
NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work with a
church nursery on
Sunday mornings,












Part or full time in-





e is fantastic. Income
is high depending
upon your efforts and
investment. Invest-
ment required:
$ 2 , 3 9 5 . 0 0 to
$10,000.00. Phone Mr.
Seymour collect (AC















Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
13 For Sale Or I•aoP





shape $3,600 or ski boat




already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9611 after 8.
or 753-6231
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED PING pang
table. Call 439-2289 after
5 p. m.
11 Articles For Sale
GIRLS CLOTHING in-
fant-4 Toddler. Mann
navy leisure suit, six
slim. Other boys
clothing 5-7. Baby items.
Call 489-2230.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B




















PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big










15th - across from library.
next to College Shop• 
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',









and Service, 500 Maple











stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than
1,12 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-354-8619, ask for










19 tIi; L it
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9963.
20 Sports Equipment
5040 lb. Allen Compound
bow, one dozen X/75
aluminum arrows with
vanes, quiver and bow
sight, excellent con-
dition, $100.00. Call 753-





boat. Car top carrier,








shotgun, deep heat back
massager, Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture.
All priced reasonable.
Call 436-5395 after 6.
21 Mobile Home Sales
1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and Mr.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
TRAILER AND LOT inTWO RIDING lawn Baywaad Vista $2,000.mowers. One 3'1 h.p. the call 40.2637.
other 5 h.p. Call 753-3917.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
b • 1
LIKE NEW 25" Zenith























































Jim Adams food Liners
Notice
Sale of Lots
The Oty IA Warm Refer end Sower System has taw "Ws for wig
The &seriatim and ether lefeneesise @bola thew way he abtsimil
et the Water awl Sewer office at MI 011m Sweat Murray, Ky. Oar
let Is se She swab side •4 171 y-ThdtheeerIeIjsi5ssleee4
khana's Mart. Treatment Plow se Osyshire Mee. UMW bias
vS be sweapeed wet* SABI Mril 4, 1974, at the Oty Clarit's of-
Bee. The Chly at 144array reserves the rig& to memo at rusaset my at
at bids.
HARMAN-KARDON hi-fl
receiver. 60 watts per
channel, 1 year old. Call
753-9664 after 5:30.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
125 58 TWO bedroom all
electric, central heat




12 x 50 ALL electric, 2
bedroom home, deposit
required, private lot.
Prefer family. Call 767-
4055 4 p.m.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-










Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.





Correctional Officers: $530+ to start. May be nights
and weekends. Requires high school plus 1 year of
college or any work experience. Must be age 21.
Confect: Mr. Dole E. Shelton
Room 280, New Capitol Annex
frkfert, Kentucky 40601
Ciii (302) 364-5503







Vernon's boot and shoe repast recommends
Harold Thorns, an expert boot and shoe
repair serviceman to help you get better wear
from your boots and shoes.
All repair work is done while boots are on
the last, which is the closest thing to haying
brand new boots and shoes.
All boots and shoes are treed out just as at
the factory.
•Relast (Complete rebottoming )
Includes new insoles, welts, out-soles, heel
base, rubber cap, shank, & shank cover.
•Vonip linings
•Full soles and heels
elialf soles and heels
Use original - repair some welt if needed,
replace heel base and rubber heel cap, and half
outsoles.
•Heel plates
Original shape of toe or heel cannot be
changed.
1- •-• IMO • Um MO
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekedays
Murray, Ky. 76341115 14 Sunday
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27 Mobrir Home Sales
THREE ROOM apart-
ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
32. Apaitmewk fo Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT. New Concord,
$50.00 month. Call 436-
2427.
MURRAY MANOR










34. Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE, 3
bedroom, 1635 Miller,
$200.00 per month. One
block from College. Call
435-4484 after 5 p.m.
37. livestock Supplies
FIVE 50 lb. or over
feeder pigs for sale. Call
436-5454.
ONE MALE HOG for
sale. Call 753-3539.
38 PPt' Sup '
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppies
blonde and buff in color.
$50.00 each. Seven
weeks old. Call 492-8861.
GERMAN SHEPHERD












lines. Call 753-6412 or





ping area, electric heat,
carpet, 2 porches,
double garage. Don't
miss this good buy for
$13,900. Call 753-8080 for
appointment to see,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
NEW HOME in Murray
almost finished, has
central heat and air, 2
full baths, built-in stove
and dishwasher, den;
check this one out today.
Priced under $30,000.





continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now
build later. Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
14 ACRES OPEN land,
about 11 acres cleared.
Located about 4 miles
East of Hardin on Fred
Jones Rood. Only $6,500.
Also 14 acres good
building or mobile home








located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
YOU WILL love living in
the attractive brick
home on a tree shaded
landscaped hilltop. This
10 acre well fenced mini-
farm can be yours to
raise a few head of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
pleasure, a garage and
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
with some basic
equipment for a clean up
shop. This can be used
for your own business or
for rental income. The
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
town on Ky. 121. For
further information
call: John C. Neubauer
Real Estate, 585 Main
St., Murray. 7534101-
7531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
JUST LISTED: Im-
macelate 3 N., K-Osia
whit K appliances,
plots washer and


















Southeast corner East Poplar and S. 2nd St., Murray, Ky. 31/2story brick building containing approx. 60,000 sq. ft.Elevator, Sprinkler System, ample Electric Service,Restroorns, Office area. Lot 200 x 300. Asphalt parking lot 69 x156.
Adjoining lot with 17,500 sq. ft. containing corregated metalbuilding, 8,750 sq. ft. For further information, call ErnestPritchett.
(502) 581-2324
Citizens Fidelity
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ment in good condition
near the University.
Priced at only $15,500.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment and be the
first to see this duplex.
Check first with itop-
perud Realty 711 Main
St. for personal, full
time real estate service.
44. Lots For Sale
LARGE LOT on Kirk-
wood ideal for basement
or split-level. $4,400. Call
753-7550.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick, large living room
and dining room com-
bination, kitchen and
eating area with built-





Call 753-5805 or 753-8749.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home fully car-
peted. This place has a
30 x 32 siren steel
















drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.










central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9888 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
47 Mo'fIrry
1975 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.
1973 HONDA 350, 5650.00.
Call 753-8000.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
=MIN
1974 125 SUZUKI MX. 1973
250 Honda Elsinore. Call
436-2418 anytime after S.
1971 VW CARIPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
1969 PLYMOUTH station
wagon, full power, air
conditioner. $475.00. Call
436-5485.





custom deluxe, like new,
low mileage. Call 489-
2769.










vinyl top, 2 door, air
condition, power brakes,
power steering, $1,350.
Phone or notify Al
Lencki, 753-0152.
1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-
4548 after 5 p.m.
1969 JAGUAR XKE,
convertible. Good
condition. Call days, 753-
7992, nights 753-0131.
1967 PONTIAC LeMans,
black inside, red out-
side, this car is in A-1
condition. Call 436-5366.
1971 OLD CUTLASS. All
power and air. 350 2
barrel. Phone 753.8555.
FOR SALE, will trade for
trailer. 1965 GMC, 14
ton, 4 door truck, V-6
motor 1970 VW good
condition. Call before 4,
758-5216 after 4, 753-6073.
11111 CHEVROLET,
yellow with black in-
terior, good motor, new
tires. $650.00. Call 753-
0605.
1969 DATSUN truck,




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days.4tin Clark
or Sherry Rap 815-616-
6262.This is a dealers
auction
1971 VW VAN, 59,000






travel trailer. Sleepa 54
Has furnace, icebox,
stove, sink, etc. $1,095
Call 7534605.
25 FT. SPARKMAN
travel trailer. Call 437-
4655.
1973 211' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained like new must
see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antennia. See at 621





and dirt. Call 437-4533,




vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
DOZER WORK .- small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.



























bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
• tanks. and bac khoe
work. Call 753-8669.
ELECTRICAL WIRING A LCO A SIDING,
home and industrial, air awnings, carports,
conditioning, and magestic fireplaces.
refrigeration, plumbing Aluminum Service Co.,







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24. - hour
service. Six miles South










Call 753-4124, South 4th








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
KIR CARPET CARE-
In 









perienced painter and WILL DO housekeeping
paper hanger, interior Monday through Friday.
and exterior by the hour Have experience. Call
or job, Free estimates. 753-7694 or 753-
Call 7534343.
BREAKING GARDENS,
plowing, discing. Coll JAP SEED, No. 2. Call







WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco base. Call
435-4237 between 6 p.m.-
10 p.m.
AAtrex
We'll do it in one application.






I This alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)









Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
















































Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68
If it has an sepia we
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en 5:30 & I:00
During the week of April 11-18 1976, all newspapers will be honoring the
small folksey ad that has grown up. The old traditional concept of the
classified section selling only used items has passed. They still preserve
the old tradition of small individual ads listing houses, cars, employment
ppportunities, etc., but they are now used by dealers, department stores
etc. The visual impact of a display advertisement in a medium is
traditionally associated with small space ads, has not been overlooked by
large and astute advertisers.
A recent survey by the National Advertising Bureau (Sampling
53,496,000 households) indicates that six out of every ten households
reported purchases through Classified ads. More than half of the
households polled indicated that at least one member of their family had
read the classified section in a two day period. Seventy five per cent of the
newspaper readers open to the classified section, first. They not only read
the classified section, they advertise in it. Forty three per cent of the
daily readers have placed classified ads.
The survey indicates that the three main sections read by most readers
are Article for Sale, Used Cars and Real Estate ads. Each sectionattracts
a different percentage of prospects as indicated by the following exam-
ples:
Articles for Sale:
48% of the readers on average day.
75% of the readers over five day period.
90% of the readers over 30 day period.
Autombiles (New & Used)
39%Sf the readers on a average day.
55% of the readers on a five day period.
80% of the readers over a 30 day period.
Real Estate (New & Used homes farms, lots, etc.)
29% of the readers on average day.
45% of the readers over five day period.
75% of the readers over a 30 day period.
In addition 12,400,000 people who read the classified sections admitted
that while they were actually not in the market for homes, cars or other
items, they had purchased them because they were listed in the classified
section and they considered them as good deals. This indicates that in the
40,000,000 persons who read the classified section you reach not only those
persons presently in the market for a home, car, etc., but it has the bonus
potential of persons who are not presently in the market but may be
tomorrow. Eighty per cent of such items as major appliances, sewing
machines, furniture, cameras, power mowers, boats and fishing supplies
were purchased through the classified section from dealers. Four out of
every ten persons buying recreation and leisure goods consult the
Classified pages before buying.
SHOP IN TM LARGEST SUPERMARKET
IN CALLO WAY COUNTY
THE CLASSIFIED PAGES OF
THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES
An advertisement placed in the classified section of The Murray
Ledger and Times reaches approximately 24,000 potential customers a
day. Almost any item you may desire to purchase can be found on these
pages over a period of time. Fifty-six different categories are listed to
assist you in locating the items you desire.
JOIN THE SMART ADVERTISERS
USE THE CLASSIFIED SECTION
International Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is having a sale on classified ads all during the month of April 1976.
The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as long as they
meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days v No changes will be made in copy Paid days will run first
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
ALL STANDARD RATES ON CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED ADS WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT








NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell those white elephants you have
laying around, rent that apartment, trailer or house, sell that home or car. Take advantage of this chance




The Murray Ledger and Times will sponsor during the month of April 1976, a con-
test on small Reader classified ads ran during each week. $10.00 will be given away
each week to the lucky person whose name is dravm. All persons staffing a
classified reader ad during the week will have his or her name entered in the con-
test. Drawings will be made on Monday following the week the ads are inserted and
the winner will be notified.
RULES FOR THE CONTEST:
1. All ads must start during the week specified for the drawing. •
2. Ads will not be permitted to run over into the next week for contest
drawings.
3. All ads must be paid foririor to claiming the prize money.
4. No employees of The ?Away Ledger Si Times or their families are eligible to
enter the contests.
Call the classified ad section of The Murray Ledger and Times now and enter the
contest. 753-1916 or 753-1917.
Rita Elkins Bob Taylor





Graveside rites for Mike
Finney were conducted
Sunday at three p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery with




Bastin, Bill Sisson, Jim
Pickens, Stan Howell, John
Gingles, Arthur Byrn, and
Tripp Thurman, all members
of the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Finney, age 24, died
early Saturday morning in a
fire at his home, 3101 Old
Mayfield Road, Paducah,
according to McCracken
County Deputy Coroner Jerry
Beyer.
The young man was a 1970
graduate of Hopkinsville High
School and a 1974 graduate of
Murray State University
where he was a member of the
Sigma Chi Fraternity. He had
been employed for about one
year as an auditor for the
Kentucky Revenue Depart-
ment, Paducah. Born January
25, 1952, in Virginia, he was
the son of Ralph Vernon
Finney and Mardell Hall
Conner, who survive.
Mr. Finney is survived by
his father, Ralph Vernon
Finney, 1502 Sycamore Street,
Murray; stepfather and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Conner of Hopkinsville; one
sister, Mrs. Steve (Martha)
Andrus, 1312 Poplar Street,






Dies At Age 01 37
Mrs. Rebecca Sue Huie Ray,
formerly of Murray, died
Sunday at San Diego,
California, where she resided.
She was 37 years of age and
her death followed an ex-
tended illness.
The deceased was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Born November 16, 1938, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of James Franklin
Huie who survives and Julia
Hart Huie who died in 1958.
Mrs. Ray is survived by her
husband, Gene W. Ray, San
Diego, Calif.; father, James
Franklin Huie, grandmother,
Mrs. Alberta tithe, and one
brother, Eddie Huie, all of
Murray.
The body will be returned to
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, but funeral
and burial arrangements are
incomplete.
Funeral services for
Paschall E. Nance of Mayfield
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John Shepperd officiating
and music by Leland Peeler
and Sylvia Rickman of the
Grace Baptist Church.
Serving as pallbearers are
James Davis Nance, Shirley
Nance, Gerald Nance, Bob
Nance, Larry Wayne Nance,
and Bob Dwayne Nance, all
nephews. Burial will be in the
Clarks River Cemetery at
Symsonia.
Mr. Nance, age 48, died
Saturday at 4:10 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
His death followed an ex-
tended illness. He was a
retired automobile mechanic
and a member of the Bell City
Baptist Church. Born July 28,
1928, in Graves County, he was
the son of Edley and Bert
Paschall Nance, who survive.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ann Dowdy Nance, 840 South
Ninth Street, Mayfield;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edley
Nance, Bell City; four sons,
Gary Nance, Murray, Hal
Edward Nance, Camden,
Tenn., and Danny and Don
Nance, Mayfield; one step
daughter, Miss Charlotte
Dowdy, and two step sons,
Chuck and Terry Dowdy,
Mayfield.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Charles (Dean)
Stephenson, North 18th Street,
Murray; one brother, William
Nance, Tri City; three
grandchildren, Tammy
Michelle Nance, Murray,
Maresa Kay Nance and Hal




Revival services are now in
progress at the Puryear
Baptist Church, Puryear,
Tenn., with Dr. John Huff-
man, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield, as
speaker.
Services will be held each
evening at 7:30 through
Saturday, April 3, according
to the church pastor, Rev. H.
D. Hudson, who invites the
public to attend.
Pinewood Derby To Be
Held At Southwest
The Pinewood Derby will be
held at the regular pack
meeting of Southwest Cub
Scout Pack 73 on Tuesday,
March 30, at seven p.m. at the
Southwest School.
Officials said the weighing
in of cars will start at 6:45
p.m., and the public is invited
to attend.
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BARROW SHOW WENNER: Glenn Warren, Hardin, second from left, is presented
with a silver service after the carcass of his 210-pound Hampshire hog was judged
Grand Champion of the two-day West Kentucky Barrow Show this week at Murray
State University. Making the presentation is Beth Gresham, a freshman at Murray State
from Gracey and Kentucky's 1976 Pork Queen. Others shown are, from left Roger
Douglas, Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Frankfort Roy Skinner, Mayfield, and Dr.
Charles Chaney, Murray State faculty member, co-directors of the annual show.
Patty Hearst To Be Arraigned
On State Charges In California
RED WCOD CITY, Calif.
(AP) Patricia Hearst will be
whisked to Los Angeles today
for arraignment on state
charges of kidnap, robbery
and assault, then quickly
returned to her jail cell here,
sources close ,to the family
say.
To help insure security, the
trip was cloaked in secrecy.
Miss Hearst, now a convicted
bank robber, was to be
transported to Los Angeles by
U.S. marshals and brought
back the same day to her cell
in the San Mateo County Jail,
25 miles south of San Fran-
cisco.
Meanwhile, a copyright
story to be published in
Rolling Stone magazine
reported that Miss Hearst had
split with Symbionese
Liberation Army "soldiers"
William and Emily Harris
toward the end of her fugitive
days and had planned to flee to
the East Coast shortly before
her capture last September 18.
In another development,
two men were arrested at the
Hearst family's Northern
California retreat on Satur-
day, and the arrests prompted
a search for a possible bomb.
Authorities said the men
had not entered any buildings
and that the search at Wyn-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
Mardi zs. 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 171 Est_ MO Barrows &
Gilts mostly 15-50 lower Sows steady .50
lower
US 1-2200-230 lb.. . 246,50-46.75
several 47 00
US 1-3300-240 lb..  $46.25-46.50
US 2-4 940-200 Ui. $4550.46 24
US 3-4 330-210 lb.. $44.5045.50
Soles
US 1-2 270-350 lb.. $38.50-39.50
US 1-3 300-601be. .. SM. 50-30 .50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs . 139.00-40.00
US 2-3 300409 lb. . . $37 30-311. 50
Boars 311.01143.00
toon was a precaution. A
defective bomb exploded
there earlier this month, and
in February a bomb cause $1
million in damage at the
Hearst Castle in San Simeon,
Calif.
Miss Hearst, 22, was
convicted March 20 of federal
charges that she willingly
joined her terrorist SLA
kidnapers in the armed
robbery of a San Francisco
bank a little more than two
months after her Feb. 4, 1974,
kidnap.
She testified at the trial that
she was forced to participate
m the robbery or be killed; she
said she had been tortured and
raped by her abductors.
Albert Johnson, an attorney
for Miss Hearst, said last
week he would seek a long
delay before any state trial
because publicity from her
two-month bank robbery trial
in San Francisco had made it
impossible to secure a fair
jury "anywhere in the
country."
'Cuckoo's Nest' Favored To
Reap Academy Award Plaudits
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Director Milos Forman,
whose "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" is favored to
be the big winner at the
Academy Awards tonight, will
have a pair of special guests at
the ceremonies - the twin
sons he has not seen for five
years.
Peter and Matej Forman,
11, arrived Sunday from
Prague to join their father as
he awaits the vote on what
may be the height of his
career as a film maker: the
Oscar for best direction of a
motion picture in 1975.
His competitors are Robert
Altman for "Nashville,"
Sidney Lumet for "Dog Day
Afternoon," Federico Fellini
for "Amarcord" and Stanley
Kubrick for "Barry Lyndon."
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" also is the
favorite for best picture, but it
has competition from "Jaws"
as well as "Dog Day After-
noon," "Nashville" and
"Barry Lyndon."
The winners will be
announced from the stage of
the Los Angeles Music Center
in ceremonies telecast by
ABC-TV starting at 10 p.m.
EST.
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" is represented
in other categories, too -
Jack Nicholson has been
nominated for best actor, and
Louise Fletcher for best ac-
tress.
Nicholson's competitors are
Al Pacino of "Dog Day
Afternoon," Walter Matthau
of "The Sunshine Boys,"
James Whitmore of "Give 'em
Proposal For Stripping Postal
Service Of Monopoly Gains Favor
WASHINGTON (AP) - As
controversy continues over
the Postal Service's finances
and operations, proposals for
stripping the agency of its
monopoly on first-class mail
are gaining favor.
Federal law now protects
the Postal Service from
competition in delivering first-
class mail, which accounts for
57.5 per cent of all mail, by
forbidding anyone from
carrying first-class mail for a
profit.
Repeal of the monopoly laws
would "let the forces of
competition provide this
country with the kind of ef-
ficient mail service it needs
and deserves," said Sen.
'James L. Buckley, Con-R-
N.Y.
Buckley introduced a bill
earlier this month to abolish
the postal monopoly. Similar
legislation has been sponsored
in the House by Rep. Bill
Archer, R-Tex.
Ford administration of-
ficials have said that "per-
3 Networks Refuse To Sell
Time To Reagan For Campaign
By The Associated press
Ronald Reagan, fated with
the refusal of the three major
television networks to sell him
air time, says they should
grant his request "in the in-
terest of fairness and justice
as well as the peoples' right to
know."
Reagan said that by
refusing to sell him time,
ABC, CBS and NBC are
denying him equal access to
the people, because "the other
contender" - President Ford
- can usually get network
time whenever he requests it
for an address that isn't
considered purely political.
Meanwhile, as the final full
week of campaigning before
the April 6 presidential
primaries in Wisconsin and
New York was launched,
Alabama Gov. George
Wallace said that if he doesn't
win the Democratic
presidential nomination this
time he probably will retire
from politics after serving out
his term as governor.
Wallace, who ran second to
Sen. George McGovern in
Wisconsin's 1972 primary,
said Sunday on NBC's "Meet
the Press" that he intends to
continue his campaign for the
presidency until the
Democratic National Con-
vention in July, despite
defeats by Democratic
frontrunner Jimmy Carter in
three consecutive primaries
- Florida, Illinois and North
Carolina.
The hustings were relatively
quiet on Sunday as Ford,
Reagan and Democrat Jimmy
Carter all took the day off.
Following his North
Carolina victory over Ford.
Reagan decided to change his
tactics. He appears on the
ballot in only one of three
primaries to be held next
month, so he decided to desert
the stump in favor of network
television, the medium he
knows and uses best.
Reagan canceled a full slate
of appearances this week in
Virginia, Wisconsin and
Indiana to prepare a half-
hour, nationwide television
speech expected to cost up to
$100,000. But all three major
networks turned him down on
the basis that there was not
enough time to make schedule
changes.
He sent a telegram Satur-
day repeating the request. It
was made public Sunday. A
CBS spokesman said the
network had received the
telegram, but he had no
comment. NBC also said it
had received the telegram and
was examining the request.
Officials at ABC could not be
reached for comment.
Meanwhile, "the other
contender" spent a relaxed
Sunday at the White House
after campaigning Friday and
Saturday in California,
Reagan's home state, and
stopping in Wisconsin on the
way back to Washington. The
President expects to resume
campaigning Friday with a
second visit to Wisconsin.
In other political
developments:
-Melvin Laird, the former
Defense secretary and a Ford
supporter, said Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller cannot
be ruled out as a possible
running mate for Ford, if the
President wins the
nomination.
"I do not believe Gov.
Reagan_ would add to a Ford
ticket," Laird said.
-Carter's New York State
campaign chairman, William
vanden Heuvel, said Sunday
he will file a "landmark
lawsuit" in federal court this
week to challenge the results
of the state's April 6 primary
in 10 congressional districts
where he said "technicalities"
may invalidate votes.
He said the suit will charge
violation of the amended
Voting Rights Act of 1883
because "literally hundreds of
thousands of voters" in the
districts named in the suit are
required to list their election
district numbers when voting,
even though few voters know
the numbers and the numbers
change frequently.
-Secretary of Agriculture
Earl L. Butz said Sunday that
Carter "is growing fat off
federal peanut subsidies."
Carter hasn't gotten a check
from the federal government,
Butz said, "he simply lets his
peanuts go to the
cooperative.... He gets it in-
directly like any other peanut
farmer." Butz, long opposed
to peanut subsidies, predicted
that Carter will lose out to Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey for the
Democratic presidential
nomination.
But Carter, at home in
Georgia, said through a
spokesman that he grows only
Seed peanuts, which are not
subsidized.
"I don't receive any peanut




hopeful Morris K. Udall,
speaking on a New York
television program, said, "I
feel the political morticians
are measuring me for a
casket, but I refuse to lie down
and be measured. I'm six-foot-
five, and I won't fit."
FAST FILM SUM
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mitting competition to the
Postal Service's first class
service probably would result
in significant benefits to the
economy and to the mail
user."
The White House has urged
the independent Postal Rate
Commission to convene a
symposium of economic and
postal experts to discuss the
effects of the monopoly. The
commission is expected to
decide within a few weeks
whether it has jurisdiction
over the Postal Service
regulations that put the
monopoly laws into effect.
Even supporters of the
postal monopoly concede that
the agency's recent service
cuts are jeopardizing its
monopoly status. One sup-
porter, Chairman James M.
Hanley, D-N.Y., of the House
Postal Service subcommittee,
said Friday, "The more you
cut service, the harder it is to
deny private enterprise the
right to deliver mail."
The Postal Service
vigorously opposes repeal of
the monopoly laws. At the
same time, the service has
made some service cuts to
reduce costs and has
threatened other cutbacks.
The service anticipates a
record deficit of $1.5 billion
this fiscal year despite a
federal subsidy of about the
same amount.
Postmaster
Benjamin F. Bailar says doing
away with the postal
monopoly would be another
financial blow to the agency.
The Postal Service says
private companies would take
away its most profitable
business, letter mail within
cities, and the agency would
need massive government
subsidies to provide service to
Its remaining customers,























Hell, Harry " and Maximilian
Schell of "The Man in the
Glass Booth."
Miss Fletcher's category
includes Glenda Jackson for
"Hedda," Isabelle Adjani of
The Story of Adele H," Ann-
Margret of "Tommy" and
Carol Kane of "Hester
Street."
For Forman, 44, the awards
could mark a personal as well
as a professional triumph. His
efforts to see his sons have
been. thwarted by the Czech
government since February
1971, when he made his last
visit to his homeland. The
boys live with their mother,
from whom Forman is
separated.
"I left the country legally in
1969, when I came here for a
film deal with Paramount,"






Baby Girl Graham (mother
Rose Mary), P.O. Box 88,
Hickman.
DISMISSALS
David E. Downey, Rt. 8, Box
595, Murray, Mrs. Linda C.
Gilbert and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Miss Laurie R. Crass,
Box 426, Murray, Miss Debbie
I. Smith, 510 Oak Cove Apt.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Willouise
Outland, Rt. 4, Box 106 A,
Murray, Mrs. Annie F.
Knight, 2102 Edinborugh,
Murray, Jim E. Berrill, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Clarice B.
Sanders, 821 N. 19th., Murray,
William G. Conger, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., James G. Call,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Edythe N Hill, Rt. 2, Box 49,
Murray, Mrs. Mary M. Rick-
man, 1705 Audubon Dr.,
Murray, Hughes Edwards,
Dexter, Mrs. Helga Keller,
1702 Audubon Dr., Murray,
Leonard V. Clayton, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Lawson Fenel,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Hugh D.
Raspberry, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Lola M. Williams, 815 S. 4th.,
Murray, Robert T. Jones, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Miss Mary H.
McCuiston, 316 N. 6th.,
Murray, Mrs. Bernice L.
Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood,
Murray.
twice to visit my family, but
then I stayed here after my
exit visa expired.
"Three years ago I wrote
the Czech government in an
effort to legalize my living
status in the United States. I
received no answer. ... The •
fact that my sons can come to
visit me is a good indication.
Now I'm hoping that they will
give me an emigration
passport so I can return to




By The Associated Press
Two persons died today
when a car struck a bridge
abutment and burst into
flames on the Western Ken-
tucky Parkway in Hopkins
County.
State Police said the victims
were badly burned and they,
were unable to make a im-
mediate identification.
Police Sgt. Ed Dougherty
and Madisonville trucker Ear'
Leach came upon the accident
scene and tried to put out thd
fire but their extinguishers
ran out before help arrivecli
police added.
The accident occurred neall
the junctions of the Westerti
Kentucky and Pennyrile
Parkways.
State Police reported five
fatalities during the weekend.
Larry Conatser, 20, of
Waynesburg, was killed
Sunday when two vehicles
collided on U.S. 27 about
miles south of Stanford.
Police said James Storms,
19, of near Corbin, was killed
Saturday night in a Laurel
County accident, and Morria
Taulbee, 48, of Hebron, died
after a wreck in Boone
County.
Two other fatalities were
reportO_Saturday, a Gallatin
County wreck in whielt
Howard Harris, 38, of
Eddyville, was killed and
Jackson crash fatal to Lesteg
Spicer, 18, of Breathitt
County.
The statewide toll of 15$
compared with 187 through
last March 29.
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NOTES
by William M. Boyd
The Ford Foundation, with
assets (in 19871 of $2.5 Billion,
once made a gift of $500
million to various schools and
colleges. It was the largest
bequest in the history of
philanthropy.
•
• We don't actually "give" money away but we do make•
• loans for any worthwhile purpose.
•
•
Member FDIC
•
PEOPLES BANK
•
URRILT.-4, KT.•
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